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Executive Summary 

Overview 
Duke Forest is a teaching and research laboratory that contains over 7,000 acres of forest under an active forest 
management plan. The Forest’s staff consists of five full-time positions and is supplemented by student assistants, 
technicians, and student interns who are mostly affiliated with Duke University. Per Duke Forest’s Five-Year 
Strategic Plan, Duke Forest is interested in investigating new approaches to wildlife management which include 
citizen science programs. Due to its relatively small staff size, Duke Forest is prioritizing approaches to wildlife 
management that incur minimal increases in staff burden and monetary costs. This project looked at the efficacy of 
iNaturalist and BioBlitzes as data collection tools for wildlife and forest management that could satisfy Duke 
Forest’s goals within its constraints. 
 

The following research questions were used as a framework to evaluate the efficacy of iNaturalist and BioBlitzes in 
the context of Duke Forest: 
 

• Is iNaturalist an efficient tool for data collection of animal and plant species?  
• Do BioBlitzes increase the number of species identified?  
• Can a model accurately predict the number of species returned if given the number of observers?  

 

Along with investigating the above research questions, I provided Duke Forest with three management scenarios 
based on the analyzed case study results to help them envision future landscape management plans that use 
iNaturalist and/or BioBlitzes. 
 

1. Annual BioBlitz Event in Duke Forest 
2. Year-long Encouragement of iNaturalist in Duke Forest 
3. Annual BioBlitz and Year-long Encouragement of iNaturalist in Duke Forest 

 

Methods 
Four nested general linear models were created to evaluate the influencing factors on the number of species 
observed given a number of observers. A case study using 10,000 species observations obtained from 110 National 
Park Service projects on iNaturalist provided a way to train the model. Significant independent variables included 
BioBlitz occurrence, number of observers, seasonality of observations, and size of the National Park. Data trends 
from the case study were compared to another BioBlitz project called the City Nature Challenge: Triangle Area on 
iNaturalist. Geospatial layers of Duke Forest’s boundary were uploaded to start an iNaturalist data collection 
project with the subsequent species observations compared to a traditional biodiversity inventory survey within 
part of Duke Forest by the NC Natural Heritage Program.  
 

Conclusion 
Results from the case study data supported iNaturalist and BioBlitz as appropriate citizen science data collection 
tools for wildlife and forest management within Duke Forest. BioBlitz occurrence did increase the number of 
species identified. Models could explain on average 65% of the variance within the data. Further analysis of the 
model is needed for conclusive results. An iNaturalist Duke Forest specific project yielded eight times more species 
observations than Duke Forest’s previous inventory data and provided support for the value of citizen science in 
landscape management strategies.  
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Introduction 

Duke Forest Background 

Established in 1931 as a research and teaching laboratory of Duke University, Duke Forest (Duke 

Forest) now encompasses 

approximately 7,200 acres of land 

across three counties (Alamance, 

Durham, and Orange Counties) in 

North Carolina as seen in the figure on 

the right1. Duke Forest has six active 

timber management units known as 

‘divisions’ and 12 natural heritage sites 

that are excluded from active timber 

management2. There is also a natural 

area designated for species 

conservation and protection by the 

Natural Heritage Program under North 

Carolina’s Nature Preserves Act (G.S. § 

143B-135.250. - § 143B-135.272)3.  

 

 Duke Forest is managed as an institutional organization with 5 full-time employees on the 

executive group (hereinafter referred to as the Duke Forest Management Team) with the Director, 

Sara Childs, working in conjunction with the Duke Forest Advisory Committee and supervised by 

multiple Duke University members (See Figure 2).  

 

The mission of Duke Forest is to facilitate research in the areas of forestry and aquatic ecosystems 

as well as aid the instruction of students in natural resources.  In addition to its mission, Duke 

Figure 1 Map of Duke Forest Divisions1 
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Forest’s land base contributes 

to the surrounding landscape 

by providing wildlife habitat 

and corridors, and ecosystem 

services such as, but not 

limited to, clean air, 

protection of water quality, 

and public access to natural 

areas. The Duke Forest’s 

mission is put into action by 

the Duke Forest Management 

Team through a 

comprehensive management 

plan known as The Duke Forest Five-Year Strategic Plan1.  

Duke Forest Strategic Management Plan 

The Duke Forest Five-Year Strategic Management Plan (the Plan) was written for the management 

of Duke Forest in 2017 through 2022. The Plan was developed for the mission of Duke Forest and 

included sustainable management of Duke Forest resources. Five-year goals and objectives in the 

Plan act as a step-by-step guide to achieving Duke Forest’s mission. This project is focused on 

helping Duke Forest accomplish many of its objectives outlined in its three main goals: Goal 1: 

Stewardship for Long-term Sustainability, Goal 2: Research and Teaching, and Goal 3: Community 

Engagement. An intensive effort was focused on helping accomplish Duke Forest’s “Investing a new 

approach to wildlife management that seeks to maintain animal biodiversity...” action step outlined 

in Goal 1, Objective B (See Appendix B).  

 

The Plan incorporates priorities outlined by the Forest Stewardship Council Certification which 

certifies sustainably managed and responsible timber harvested forests, such as Duke Forest4. 

Recognized as a High Conservation Value Forest under the Forest Stewardship Council Certification, 

Duke Forest must adhere to “…maintaining, monitoring, and restoring natural occurring native 

plant and animal habitats” as well as “preventing losses of biological diversity through habitat 

management”4,5. To achieve these forest management goals, Duke Forest keeps a record of 

observed flora and fauna species on its land. This record is based on initial inventory efforts 

Figure 2 Duke Forest Organizational Chart 1 
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conducted in 1998 and 2004 on natural areas located in Orange County, North Carolina by the 

North Carolina Natural Heritage Program in which three observers spent approximately 180 days 

surveying local flora and fauna and an estimated total of 170 unique species6,7. Duke Forest’s 

management team has been updating the Duke Forest inventory based on opportunistic 

observations made by staff members but hasn’t been able to conduct an official biological 

inventorying assessment due to limited staffing and resource availability.  

 

To maintain informed management and inventory of plant and wildlife species, Duke Forest 

partnered as a client for a Nicholas School of the Environment Master’s Project (MP) that looked 

into alternative methods of managing wildlife species in Duke Forest8. The project methods 

included a literature review evaluating alternative wildlife management methods used by similar 

conservation and environmental research organizations. The previous MP suggested Duke Forest 

investigate the field of citizen science to gather information on wildlife species presence and 

richness for holistic landscape management goals. However, that MP did not evaluate specific 

citizen science tools. The objective of this research project is to evaluate two commonly used tools 

in citizen science, iNaturalist and BioBlitzes,  as they relate to Duke Forest’s landscape management 

goals. 

Defining Citizen Science 

The benefits of scientists using citizen science as an environmental engagement tool have been 

well-documented over the past decade, but the use of citizen science by landscape managers has 

received very little attention9. Citizen Science as a method of community-based monitoring has 

been used in scientific research over the past century. One of the most prominently known ecology 

examples of citizen science usage is found in the field of ornithology with the Christmas bird count 

movement started in the early 1900s10. This led to ornithologists having a long history with crowd-

sourcing methods compared to other ecology fields like wildlife and forest management. However, 

the introduction of one of the world’s largest species abundance databases, eBird, managed by the 

Cornell Lab of Ornithology, allowed citizen science to be seen as a potential wildlife and landscape 

management tool thanks to eBird containing over 100 million bird sightings11,12. The biodiversity 

metrics associated with crowdsourcing of species occurrence data are of particular interest to many 

landscape managers like Duke Forest who are interested in assessing its land’s species abundance 

and richness13,14,15. This interest has led to the formalization of the Citizen Science Association 
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(CSA) in the US. 

 

CSA was created in 2015 with its inaugural conference from February 11th-12th based in San Jose, 

California16. The official formalization of the citizen science field was followed by increased 

opportunities for scientific research efforts using citizen science to be funded in a variety of fields 

including ecology and land management 17,18, 19. The rise of citizen science research related to 

biodiversity metrics has led to an increase in biodiversity data availability with the largest 

database, GBIF, growing 1,150% to 1.6 billion occurrence records since its conception in 200720.  

 

In conjunction with the 

growth of GBIF, the 

iNaturalist platform, first 

conceived in 2008, was 

one of the first platforms 

to debut during the CSA’s 

2015 inaugural 

conference21. 

Defining iNaturalist 

The iNaturalist platform first debuted as a Master’s project that grew into an organized LLC in 2011 

and then became a joint initiative with the California Academy of Sciences and National Geographic 

society in 2014 and 2016 respectively 22,23.iNaturalist contains records of organisms called 

observations. These records are entered with a variety of metric data including data, time, 

geographic coordinates, and more. All observations are then available to the community of 

iNaturalist users to help confirm or identify the species seen within the observation if it is an image 

or heard if the observation is uploaded as a sound file. Community confirmation of the identity of 

the observation, along with iNaturalist algorithms developed over the databases’ existence, will 

reward the observation with a badge that says, “Research Grade”24.  

 

Species occurrences can be grouped by geographic search parameters such as seen in Figure 3. 

Further filtering of data can be obtained through in-site filters or by setting up a “Collection Project” 

or an “Umbrella Project”. Collection Projects are those that researchers can use to have a minute-to-

minute update of species observations within a certain area or filtered by a certain metric. Umbrella 

Figure 3 Screenshot of Eastern Deciduous Biome region in iNaturalist 
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projects allow the collection of multiple collection projects to be shown on one page. iNaturalist is 

used in over 20 different countries and has accrued over 22.5 million observations in 2020 which 

accounts for 197,000 species observed globally25.  

 

According to iNaturalist, one of the most documented sources of iNaturalist observations comes 

from the use of citizens science biodiversity surveys called BioBlitzes which has shown to provide 

the single largest increase in yearly user growth and activity trends on iNaturalist25.  

Defining BioBlitzes 

A BioBlitz is an intensive biodiversity survey event of a specific geographic area over a specific 

period of time26. The purpose of BioBlitzes is usually to observe the most species possible within a 

set time but can vary depending on the organization hosting the BioBlitz. Generally, BioBlitzes 

encourage public participation with the idea that more participants can lead to more species being 

observed, as was the case in the 24-hour BioBlitz at Golden Gate National Recreation area in 2014, 

over 2,300 species were reported being observed on iNaturalist and involved more than 9,000 

participants27.  

 

According to the University of Florida, the first public BioBlitz event in the United States was held 

on May 31st, 1996 at the Kenilworth Park and Aquatic Gardens as a 24-hour event organized by the 

U.S. Geological Survey in partnership with the National Park Service (NPS) and others28. After the 

1996 BioBlitz was considered a success, other organizations began using BioBlitzes to engage in 

environmental education with the general public29,30,31,32,33. In 2007, the NPS partnered with the 

National Geographic Society (NGS) to host a series of 10 annual BioBlitzes starting from 2007 and 

leading up to the 2016 NPS’s centennial34. This was to engage park visitors with scientific research 

and provide an updated biodiversity inventory across the 426 National Park units. The NPS’s effort 

overlapped with the debut of iNaturalist, to which the NPS pivoted from analog data collection in 

their BioBlitzes to digitizing species observation through encouraging uploads to iNaturalist35. The 

two methods provided an opportunity for landscape managers to see how citizen science could be 

used to obtain species occurrence data and inform land management decisions in both urban and 

rural settings.  
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Statement of Objectives 

 

Due to the increase in popularity of BioBlitzes and iNaturalist usage since 2016, and the possibility 

of Duke Forest using citizen science as an alternative management tool to collect information on 

wildlife species in 2017, I evaluated the efficacy of BioBlitzes and iNaturalist as landscape 

management tools. The evaluation of both tools was done in the context the of effort needed to 

obtain a comprehensive species list of an area like Duke Forest. The establishment of a broad 

baseline inventory of fauna and flora species is considered important for landscape management 

objectives36.  

 

I used a case study consisting of NPS biodiversity inventory efforts from 2016 to 2020. Using the 

case study, I examined if the number and diversity of species observed increased with the number 

of observers and/or occurrence of BioBlitzes. I created four models that looked at predicting 

species observed by several independent variables (see Appendix C). One model focused on the 

annual number of species observed and the annual number of observers in NP units from 2016-

2020 which was then used to explore time as an effect on the species observed. The second model 

used over 10,000 observations collected from 110 NP units within the National Park Service 2016 

umbrella project37. The third and fourth models used the same 2016 umbrella data as the third 

model but split NP units into those that held a BioBlitz within 2016 and those that didn’t. The 2016 

NPS dataset was analyzed for data trends and correlations with species richness. I then compared 

the results with a BioBlitz effort from the same geographic region as Duke Forest called the City 

Nature Challenge: Triangle Area and investigated the potential species data available to Duke 

Forest through iNaturalist as well as subsequent uses of such data38.  

 

The results of this project included recommendations regarding the potential usage of BioBlitzes 

and iNaturalist tools for collecting, monitoring, and managing Duke Forest’s biodiversity. 

Materials and Methods 

For a more detailed description of the methodology of each of my models and subsequent analyses 
used in R, please refer to Appendix C.  
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NPS Case Study 

 
7Figure 4 Screenshot of 2016 National Parks BioBlitz iNaturalist landing page37. 

 

The “2016 National Parks BioBlitz NPS Servicewide” iNaturalist umbrella project was the basis of 

data collection for this project’s case study37.  As a part of NPS’s celebration of their 100th year of 

service, the NPS encouraged all of its park units to conduct BioBlitzes throughout the year and to 

have visitors document species observed while in the park with iNaturalist. While 426 National 

Parks were invited to participate in this biological inventory assessment effort, it was ultimately up 

to each park’s superintendent to determine the amount of effort that could be put towards 

documenting species using iNaturalist and whether a BioBlitz was to be held within each park. 

Reviewing 426 National Parks would have resulted in a large dataset but would have also caused 

some bias in the number and type of species reported based on the parks’ geographic location. 

 

Therefore, to maintain habitat and species occurrence relevance to Duke Forest, I filtered the 

National Park dataset using geospatial data called the 2016 National Landcover Dataset in ArcGIS39. 

I then matched parks on the East Coast with similar land cover to that of Duke Forests’ which is 

associated with the Eastern Deciduous Forest Biome (see Figure 3). Next, I obtained NPS boundary 

layers from Esri’s Living Atlas and used the Geospatial Abstraction Tool to obtain the exact National 

Park Unit from the species observations’ associated latitude and longitude coordinates. I then 

appended NP unit size, obtained from the NPS 2016 Statistic Report, to my geospatial layer40. 
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Finally, I combined the resulting land cover, geospatial information, and species observations 

together for a dataset containing 21,353 species observations spread out among 110 National 

Parks.  

 

Out of the 21,353 observation dataset, I removed duplicate species observations within each 

National Park. The subsequent filtering yielded a dataset of 16,719 species observed across 110 

National Parks in 2016. Dates for each observation were converted to season occurrences for 

further seasonality analysis. This dataset formed the basis for my 2016 NPS model (see Table 1).  

 

To obtain the data for my 2016 

BioBlitz and non-BioBlitz models, I 

manually searched iNaturalist for 

BioBlitz projects that contained the 

names of my 110 selected National 

Parks. I then recorded which 

national parks in my dataset held a 

BioBlitz (20 National Parks within 

the year of 2016) and the 

corresponding information on the 

BioBlitz, such as the event duration, 

the number of species observed, 

date of observations (further 

categorized into seasons), the 

number of observers, whether the 

BioBlitz focused on a particular 

taxonomic group, and the top 

reported 9 taxonomic groups generated by iNaturalist project result statistics. Taxonomic groups 

were pre-defined and sorted in iNaturalist) into 13 possible categories: Actinopterygii (Ray-finned 

Fish), Amphibia (Amphibians), Animalia (other phyla under Kingdom Animalia that are not 

included in this list), Arachnida (Arachnids), Aves (Birds), Chromista, Fungi (Fungi and Lichen), 

Insecta (Arthropods), Mammalia (Mammals), Mollusca (Mollusks), Plantae (Plants), Protozoa 

(Protists), and Reptilia (Reptiles) (see Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: iNaturalist example of phyla classification. Note the white figures on 
shaded color backgrounds refers to the top 10 phyla iNaturalist uses in filtering 
observations and statistical reporting. Other category is also so used but are 
omitted in this study. 
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For my 2016-2020 NPS model, I collected annual data from all 110 National Parks on the number of 

unique species observed and the number of observers from 2016-2020, making sure to filter for the 

same research-grade status on each of the National Parks iNaturalist project pages. As I collected 

annual data from the 110 National Parks, I also recorded any National Park with a BioBlitz 

occurrence within any year between 2017-2020.  

City Nature Challenge: Triangle Area 

 

 

To see if the case study data trends were observed in a similar BioBlitz project located within the 

same geographical area of Duke Forest, I looked at the City Nature Challenge (CNC) umbrella 

project (See Figure 6). The first year of CNC observations occurred in 2016 like that of the case 

study but the geographic area that matched Duke Forest was not found in that year. Instead, I 

Figure 6 Screenshot of the City Nature Challenge 2017 iNaturalist landing page. Overall City Nature Challenge statistics are 
reported in the gray banner at the top. The bar chart refers to the top 8 city participants by greatest number of species 
observed during the event 
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collected annual CNC project data starting from 2017 when the CNC: Triangle Area first 

participated. The “Triangle Area” is known as the Research Triangle Area within North Carolina 

that encompasses the cities of Chapel Hill, Durham, and Raleigh. The CNC Triangle Area project 

pages were organized based on the year and ranged from 2017-2020. The annual number of 

observers and number of participants were recorded. Detailed datasets of individual species 

observations were not included for this project due to the project’s resource constraints.  

iNaturalist Year in Review 

 

The evaluation of species richness represented in the NPS Case Study was compared to species 

richness reported in iNaturalist’s Year in Review: 2020 project report. The project report consisted 

of similar taxonomic groupings as the case study data but included statistics from the global 

geographic region as finer spatial filtering was not an option within the report25. Further filtering 

using iNaturalist geographic and time filters yielded a report of the Eastern United States 

containing 3 million research grade observations of a total of 23,721 species (see Figure 7). 

Individual observations were not downloaded due to project time constraints. 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot of iNaturalist Year in Review and Eastern United States Boundary. The left half is a screenshot of the 
Year in Review 2020 iNaturalist landing page. The right half is a screenshot of the Eastern United States region with 
statistics in the gray banner at the top. 
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Duke Forest iNaturalist Collection Project Data 

 
Figure 8: Screenshot of Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory collection project landings page in iNaturalist. Statistics reported 
in the gray banner at the bottom haven't been filtered for research grade only observations. 

 

Using geospatial data obtained from Duke Forest Director Sara Childs, I created a geographic 

boundary for the entirety of Duke Forest within iNaturalist. The boundary consisted of all six 

divisions within Duke Forest as well as Duke Forest’s designated Natural Area. I then created a 

collection project called Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory using the uploaded geographical 

boundary layer as a mandatory criterion for species observations41. The project's creation resulted 

in a report of 9,145 observations, 1,429 species, and 609 observers for the area of Duke Forest (See 

Figure 8). I then filtered the subsequent project list of species observed to include only research 

grade observations from 2016-2020 to match my case study data. The filtering resulted in a report 

of 833 species observed and 429 observers within Duke Forest. Since Duke Forest didn’t advertise 

or set up an iNaturalist Project, I categorized the Duke Forest iNaturalist Data as an un-organized 

effort like that of National Parks that didn’t have a BioBlitz event in my case study. Due to project 

resource constraints, individual observation data was not downloaded. 

Statistical Methods 

For more in-depth statistical information on analysis and R-packages used, the R Script for this 

project is in Appendix C. In this study, four nested Generalized Linear Quasipoisson Regression 

Models (GLMs) were used to determine if the number of species observed can be predicted by the 

number of visitors. GLMs were fit under quasipoisson assumptions due to the presence of 

overdispersion in each model. All fitted GLMs were chosen based on Pseudo-R2 and F-test 
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calculations as suggested by previous research on quasipoisson GLMs42,43,44. Variance explanations, 

along with the fitted independent variables of each GLM are provided in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Visual representation of each fitted General Linearized Model used in data analysis. Model names are in bolded 
quotes. The n refers to the number of parks represented in each model dataset. Data Sources column contains list of data 
sources for that model. The Fitted Independent Variables column list all independent variables shown to be significant (p = 
<.05) in analysis. Pseudo-R2 column shows returned value corresponding with fitted model. Variance R_F2 column shows 
returned value for how much variation in the data is explained by the fitted model.  

 
 

My GLMs were able to explain 58-71% of the variance in their respective datasets which was 

calculated from the R_F2 statistical method used to evaluate the proportion of variation explained in 

overdispersed generalized linear models by the fixed-effects factors50.  

 

National Parks that had an annual average of fewer than 10 species reported were omitted from the 

2016 observation dataset and 2016-2020 annual dataset. 

Data Limitations 

Due to the different sets of data sources used, the 2016 umbrella project, and the individual 

National Park project pages, there are discrepancies in the number of species and observers 

reported between the two. These discrepancies are due to how data collection parameters for the 

NPS BioBlitz umbrella project were set up, which involves a data collection cutoff period51. The 

umbrella project doesn’t allow any new observations for the year 2016 to be uploaded but some of 
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the individual NP project pages have an open-ended upload period which means people could 

upload data found in 2016 as historic data. To minimize the potential of additional species 

observations from being added to individual National Park project pages, I collected iNaturalist 

data from the 110 individual National Parks Project pages on November 19th, 2021. No individual 

species observation records for each of the 110 National Parks were collected from 2017-2020 due 

to project resource constraints.  

 

For the purpose of this project, Chromista, Protozoa, and Animalia phyla were excluded from 

graphical results.  

 

COVID-19 Global Pandemic caused nationwide lockdowns across the US in March of 2020. 

Generally, people were restricted from traveling to more urbanized areas. Vaccination was not 

widely implemented in the United States until 2021. Data recorded in the year 2020 is subject to 

observer bias resulting from increased outside-time and use of less populated areas. In addition, 

attendance at large-scale public events, including BioBlitzes and city nature challenges, were 

impacted due to cancellation and the transition of in-person to virtual platforms. As of this project 

report, research evaluating the potential effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on iNaturalist usage is 

still on-going45. 

 

Direct comparison of GLMs from this project to in-person data collected from a proposed first-ever 

held BioBlitz within Duke Forest was not evaluated due to the BioBlitz event being canceled out of 

COVID-19 safety precautions. Further analysis looking at COVID-19 pandemic impacts on effort 

levels in 2020 could provide new insights along with comparing this project’s data to data obtained 

from a BioBlitz event held in Duke Forest. 

Results 

Case Study Model Effectiveness 

In evaluating the efficacy of iNaturalist and BioBlitzes as citizen science tools for landscape 

management, I looked at the number of species and number of observers per National Park in my 

case study. The overall spread of data for both the 2016 dataset and the 2016-2020 dataset showed 

similar patterns. When increasing the years of repeated observations in National Parks, there seems 
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to be a leveling-off effect for the number of species observed when the number of observers 

approaches 1,000 people (see Figure 9). The saturation of observers recorded for the number of 

species observations was not readily seen in the 2016 case study data due to the lack of NPs having 

over 1000 observers in that year (see Figure 10).  

 

 
Figure 9: Scatterplot of 2016-2020 NPS dataset. The above graphs is showing the average number of observers versus the 
average number of species observed in each National Park over four years. The multicolored points represent individual 
National Parks. The furthest data point to the right represents Cuyahoga National Park. 
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Figure 10: Scatterplot of the spread of data of the 2016 NPS dataset. The above graph is showing the total number of species 
and observers per National Park in 2016. Each multicolored dot represents an individual National Park. The furthest data 
point to the right represents Cuyahoga National Park. 

 

 

Current predictions return an estimate of 30 observations if given one user but, when compared to 

the CNC dataset, are significantly under-reporting species observations returned per user number. 

However, the leveling off of species returned per observer as seen in the 2016-2020 case study 

results is similar to that of the CNC dataset (see Figure 11). This project’s proposed GLMs could be 

combined with additional effort metrics such as user background information to potentially reduce 

the variability of data and increase model fitness46. 
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Case Study Reported Biodiversity and Species Richness 

Seasonality was considered a significant independent variable in all GLMs, which is common in 

presence-only data and is associated with 

both observer and species bias47,4849. In 

the case study data, six of the 10 

taxonomic groups reported a range of 

two to 159 species observed (see Figure 

12). The remaining four taxonomic 

groups had much higher numbers of 

species reported (see Figure 13). The 

seasonality influence of species reported 

follows the expected distribution of 

species observed. For example, the 

number of species of birds average 250 

for the Spring, Fall, and Winter seasons 

but double for the summer season. This is 

to be expected because Eastern US 

migratory bird species migrate to their 

breeding grounds in the summer and 

then are in overwintering grounds during 

part of Fall, all of Winter, and part of Spring months.  

Figure 11: Scatterplot of City Nature Challenge: Triangle Area 
iNaturalist project through 2017-2020. The grap is showing 
annual total of species observed and annual total observers across 
four years.  
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Figure 12: Bar chart of six common taxonomic phyla reported in the NPS 2016 observation dataset. Numbers on top of the 
bars are the sum of species observed within that taxa across all NPs. The season in which the species per taxonomic group 
reported is displayed at the top starting with Spring. Each color refers to a different phylum with a representative organism 
logo on top of the color and below the corresponding bar. The taxonomic groups represented from left to right are Ray-finned 
Fish (Actinopterygii), Amphibians (Amphibia), Arachnids (Arachnida), Mammals (Mammalia), Mollusks (Mollusca), and 
Reptiles (Reptilia).  
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Figure 13: Bar chart of the top four taxonomic phyla reported in the NPS 2016 observation dataset. Numbers on top of the 
bars are the sum of species observed within that taxa across all NPs. The season in which the species per taxonomic group 
reported is displayed at the top starting with Spring. Each color refers to a different phylum with a representative organism 
logo on top of the color and below the corresponding bar. The taxonomic groups represented from left to right are Birds 
(Aves), Fungi, Insects (Insecta), and Plants (Plantae).  
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Calculated iNaturalist “Effort Levels” 

 
Based on National Park Service iNaturalist data collected from 2016-2020, I produced a low, 

medium, and high effort scenario of what to expect from a BioBlitz event within Duke Forest. The 

categorization of effort levels was based on four clusters visually observed in the dataset that 

matched the quartiles of the data spread (see Figure 14). Quartile 1 represented the 'Minimal Effort' 

category in which 10-31 species were reported annually by 19 National Parks. Quartile 2 

represented the 'Low Effort' category in which 32-100 species were reported annually by 25 

National Parks. Quartile 4 represented the 'Medium Effort’ category in which 101-397 species were 

reported annually by 34 National Parks. The last category called ‘High Effort' was represented by 

12 National Parks outliers in which the annual reported species was between 566-1254 species.  

Figure 14: Scatterplot showing the spread of data of the 2016 NPS dataset with the total number of species and observers per 
National Park in 2016. Each multicolored dot represents an individual National Park. The furthest datapoint to the right 
represents Cuyahoga National Park. The red brackets show four different clusters of NPs. Each cluster is related to quartile 
data spread and is further split into effort groups based on the average annual number of species observed. 
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When examining the effort categories in conjunction with BioBlitz results reported by National 
Parks in 2016, all but 3 of the 20 BioBlitzes reported by National Parks were in the Medium and 
High effort levels (see Figure 15). None were reported within the Minimal effort level. Previous 
research data suggest that repeated BioBlitz occurrences in the same National Parks over the past 
four years would likely result in most BioBlitzes being in the High effort category and the rest in the 
medium effort category52,53. The trend of BioBlitz occurrence associated with high and medium 
levels of effort correlates with the fact that GLMs with BioBlitzes reported BioBlitzes as significant 
independent variables (low p-values <0.05).  
 

 
Figure 15: A series of Scatterplots formed from the 2016 NP iNaturalist observation dataset. The shaded area around the 
data trendline represents the residual variance. Each plot is labeled based on ‘effort level’ corresponding to showing the 
average number of observed species from the corresponding NP in the 2016-2020 dataset. Visual omits 24 NPs that had fewer 
than 10 average species observed. Light blue colored dots represent NPs that held BioBlitzes (n=20) while the dark blue parks 
are parks that didn’t hold BioBlitzes but still had species reported in iNaturalist(n=86). Each NP is plotted based on the total 
number of observers and the total number of species observed within 2016.  

 

My data results suggest a high correlation between the taxonomic diversity of species observed and 

the level of effort associated with each National Park (see Table 1). As the level of effort increases to 

the next higher level of effort, there tends to be an increase of almost double the number of species 
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per taxonomic level observed (see Figure 16). The only taxonomic groups that didn’t follow this 

trend were birds and fungi which could be explained by previously reported seasonality analysis.  

 

 

 
Figure 16: Nested bar chart of 10 common taxonomic phyla reported in the NPS 2016 observation dataset. Numbers on top of 
the bars are the sum of species observed within that taxa across all NPs. The effort level associated with each NP is displayed 
at the top left starting with ‘Minimal’. Each color refers to a different phylum with a representative organism logo on top of 
the color and below the corresponding bar. The taxonomic groups represented on the larger bar chart from left to right are 
Ray-finned Fish (Actinopterygii), Amphibians (Amphibia), Arachnids (Arachnida), Mammals (Mammalia), Mollusks 
(Mollusca), and Reptiles (Reptilia). The taxonomic groups represented in the nested bar chart on the top left of the figure are 
taxonomic groups containing a higher sum of species reported across NPs and from left to right are Birds (Aves), Fungi, 
Insects (Insecta), and Plants (Plantae). 

 

Duke Forest NHP Data vs Duke Forest iNaturalist Data 

The Duke Forest Management Team has been opportunistically updating a species inventory list 
obtained from the NHP. This species inventory list was a result of a traditional sampling effort 
where standard techniques are used for inventorying biodiversity54,55. In the NHP survey effort, 
three researchers spent approximately 180 days in 1998 and 2004 surveying areas in Orange 
County6,7. The resulting inventory list consisted of 170 species across seven taxonomic groups 
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within Duke Forest (see Figure 17). When comparing the initial NHP inventory to results obtained 
from creating the Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory project in iNaturalist, there is almost five 
times the number of species discovered than that of the NHP inventory effort. 
 
 

 
Figure 17: A Screenshot of the Duke Forest geographic boundary landing page in iNaturalist. The screenshot is overlayed 
with a doughnut hole chart based on species observed in the NC Natural Heritage Program Report (NHP) of 1998 and 2004 
within Duke Forest. Red outlines are comparing the total number of species observed within Duke Forest between the 
iNaturalist report and the NHP report.  

 

I created a report of species richness within the Eastern United States geographic region to 

compare the NHP inventory species richness (see Figure 18). In comparison to the Eastern United 

States iNaturalist report, three taxonomic groups are missing from the NHP report: Arachnids, 

Fungi, and Mollusks. Plants are overrepresented in the NHP report by almost two times the amount 

shown in the Eastern United States iNaturalist Report. All the other taxonomic groups are also 

severely under or overrepresented in the NHP report compared to the Eastern United States 

iNaturalist report.  
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Figure 18: Two doughnut charts are shown side by side to compare the richness of species found per phyla in each 
corresponding dataset. The percentage of each phylum observed from the total species total is shown in the legend of both 
charts. The chart on the left is graphed from the NHP 1998 and 2004 traditional survey effort in Duke Forest. The chart on 
the right is graphed from reported species in the Eastern United States geographic filter on iNaturalist in the year 2020. The 
same 10 taxonomic phyla seen in these projects' results are listed within the chart on the right. The chart on the left doesn’t 
have any data available for the Fungi, Mollusks, and Arachnid phyla.  

Recommendations 

This project lends support to previous research in which citizen science tools like iNaturalist and 

BioBlitzes can yield high numbers of species occurrences and richness with repeated effort and can 

rival that of traditional biological inventory surveys56,57,58,59,60,61,62. Therefore, iNaturalist and 

BioBlitzes can be effective citizen science tools for informing landscape management decisions. 

 

After evaluating the national park case study and comparing the results to similar datasets, I have 

gathered a list of recommendations for Duke Forest that focus on obtaining and monitoring species 

data within its landscape. I also created a BioBlitz set up example for Duke Forest (see Appendix E) 

and further explored in the four categories of this section of the project report. The four categories 

consist of a set of general recommendations for carrying out citizen science data management and 

recommendations for each participant scenario that reflect the low, medium, and high effort levels 

described previously within the case study results. 
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I. General Recommendations 

Duke Forest should transition its historic species presence data to iNaturalist. With the backing of 

major conservation organizations, iNaturalist seems like a safe level of investment for storing 

online data of species observed, especially as it is currently free to users and organizations. 

iNaturalist also offers a variety of data managing options that Duke Forest could utilize such as 

automatically scrambling of species geolocations for threatened and/or species of concern. This 

privacy option within the created Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory project allows Duke Forest 

control over what information is available for download, public use, and scientific research. Using 

the Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory project, the Duke Forest Management Team could update 

geospatial layers for Duke Forest boundaries and have on-demand access to species observations 

within Duke Forest. This will allow the Duke Forest Management Team to look up species of 

interest on the fly for more efficient communication of species occurrence data.  

 

To reduce the user learning curve by Duke Forest management, an appointment could be made 

with iNaturalist’s data specialist team. iNaturalist offers a limited but still efficient tech-support 

team for organizations as well as training videos and a frequently asked question section23 (see 

Appendix D). A point-of-contact should be established for iNaturalist-related questions among the 

Duke Forest Management Team. A main point of contact can allow for future cross-training within 

management but also provide quick feedback to Duke University students who want to use 

iNaturalist data in their research or classes within Duke Forest.  

 

With the growth of iNaturalist users exponentially increasing for the foreseeable future, Duke 

Forest would also benefit from the availability of crowd-sourcing data in iNaturalist while having to 

put in less effort in explaining how to use the iNaturalist database. Duke Forest can then choose its 

level of engagement based on the expected results of three different scenarios.  

 

Another Duke student or Duke Forest employee should look over the data trends that have been 

passively collected under the Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory iNaturalist collection project. The 

analysis results could be used to update Duke Forest’s current biological inventory and inform 

future wildlife management decisions which align with its strategic management plan objectives 

and the guidelines set forth under FSC accreditation as previously described. 
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II. Scenario One: Year-long Encouragement of iNaturalist in Duke Forest 

A low to medium level of effort would be required for Duke Forest to mimic NPS in encouraging the 

use of iNaturalist by its recreational users. Using the Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory project, 

and distributing fliers based on templates provided by iNaturalist, would allow Duke Forest to 

increase its observer growth and thus the number of species observed. The density of observations 

could be used as a proxy for recreational user impact on geographic locations within Duke Forest if 

Duke-affiliated users are filtered out. Additionally, the selecting of taxonomic or species focus for 

iNaturalist collection could help Duke Forest collect data on underreported species or for building 

species inventory information pertaining to specific goals like invasive species occurrence 63,64,65.  

 Another potential path of encouraging iNaturalist usage is to target Duke University students and 

classes that utilize Duke Forest as their teaching laboratory. By informing professors and students 

of ongoing data collection efforts, students could easily upload species observed while they are 

already in Duke Forest73. This could result in an increase in seasonality-specific observations during 

the academic year which could help counterbalance seasonal observation trends observed in the 

case study data66. 

III. Scenario Two: Annual BioBlitz in Duke Forest 

 

This project's GLM results have shown that BioBlitzes provide significant influence on the number 

of species observed and are highly correlated with medium to high effort levels. Therefore, if Duke 

Forest wanted to engage in a medium effort level, repeated BioBlitz inventory would allow for 

quick crowdsourcing of a large array of species diversity thought to exist within the local landscape. 

 

Since BioBlitzes also serve as an effective way to engage with target audiences on environmental 

conservation, Duke Forest would need to choose the goals that they wish to achieve with BioBlitz 

data67,68,698,70. Duke Forest should note that BioBlitz efforts held in Duke Forest would also provide a 

hands-on approach to community-based environmental management which is the focus of one of 

the Nicholas School of the Environment’s offered certificates and thus comply with Duke Forests’ 

goal of being a research and teaching resource for Duke University. 

 

If Duke Forest takes the City Nature Challenge: Triangle Area approach and holds annual BioBlitzes 

then it is likely to see a quick jump in its baseline inventory of species observed as well as increase 
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stakeholder interaction and engagement. BioBlitzes could also be used to increase the diversity of 

stakeholder engagement71,72.  

IV. Scenario Three: Annual BioBlitz and Year-long Encouragement of 

iNaturalist in Duke Forest 

 
Figure 19: Weekly iNaturalist Observations Time Series from 2017-2020. This time series chart was obtained from an official 
iNaturalist blog post looking at weekly observations on a global scale from 2017-2020. The black block containing the words 
City Nature Challenge was overlayed on top of the chart to emphasize the blog post’s finding that the largest uptick in 
observations is seen during the global BioBlitz known as City Nature Challenge (CNC). The time series looked as far back as 
2017 when the City Nature Challenge was in its second year when city participants expanded across the entire US.  

  

The highest level of effort by Duke Forest would be to engage in both year-long encouragement of 

iNaturalist usage and recurring BioBlitzes. The positive effects discussed in both scenarios by 

themselves have proven even more effective when combined across time series data (and in the 

high level of effort levels seen in the case study results (see Figure 19). The larger number of 

observations gained from both methods could help reduce variance and noise in the analysis of 

species occurrence and richness data which would allow for more confident modeling and 

increased informed management decisions by Duke Forest.  
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Discussion 

Sustainability of virtual data collection 

iNaturalist is being run in collaboration with the California Academy of Sciences and the National 

Geographical Society for long-term collection and storage of species occurrence data. Since 

iNaturalist user growth and data collection is still increasing, the website doesn’t show signs of 

closing anytime soon and now has over 20 international partnering organizations (see Figure 20). 

The cost of data storage is being subsidized by donations, grants, and collaboration with other 

organizations so that it remains free to users. 

 

 
Figure 20: iNaturalist Global Network image.  This image shows over 20 international partnering organizations that make 
up the iNaturalist Global Network as of this project report. 

 

Data accessibility is easy and free as well. Using the Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory collection 

project within iNaturalist will allow Duke Forest to automatically collect observations that meet 

research grade or verifiable grade, and that was observed within Duke Forest’s geospatial boundary 

layer. Duke Forest administration has access to the collection project’s observations and 

subsequent information, which includes geospatial coordinates of any species that are considered 
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private. As such, those observations that have GPS coordinates set to private, will not show up on 

the project’s map, which is public, with the exact location but will be available for administrator-

only access. Administration controls also include the option to change project parameters and 

project member settings. All iNaturalist data can be accessed via the world’s largest biodiversity 

database, Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), which comes complete with a research 

DOI for accreditation20,73. Collection project data can be downloaded via iNaturalist’s export page as 

long as the number of requested observations isn’t more than 200,000. All data requests over 

200,000 observations will have to be downloaded using GBIF which contains over 36 million 

occurrences24.  

Additive benefit of 

community engagement 

and education 

Additional benefits have been 

reported for organizations 

including citizen scientists in 

their stewardship processes and 

science projects74,75,76. Since 

BioBlitzes rely on research and 

citizen science participation, 

these types of events can lead to 

an increase in public awareness of 

an area and organization and in 

some cases, increase an area’s volunteer and/or citizen scientist participation77,78,79. When partner 

organizations are invited to BioBlitzes and/or iNaturalist collections, the benefits of public 

awareness can be seen by partnering organizations80. 

 

Some community partners may already have iNaturalist projects (see @ncnhp on iNaturalist) or 

could benefit from partnering with Duke Forest to set up iNaturalist collection projects for specific 

management goals that support both organizations. One example could be a project that monitors 

landscape corridors or potential habitat usage as a part of Duke Forest’s support in the North 

Carolina Eno-New Hope Landscape Conservation Group for its Landscape Connectivity Plan81. 

Figure 21: Screenshot of the Duke Forest Biodiversity Inventory 
collection project. The screenshot features basic statistics as seen in the 
overview banner while species richness is seen in the middle doughnut 
chart. The results were not filtered and include non-research grade 
observations. 
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Data Biases  

The data biases associated with citizen science techniques include seasonality, weather, landscape 

use, observer bias, species bias, and presence-only data49,82. Seasonality effects can be offset with 

repeating survey efforts such as hosting a BioBlitz annually in each season or suggesting taxon for 

iNaturalist users to focus on during specific times of the year. In data analysis, seasonality effects 

can be dealt with through various tools per previous research. Weather biases are of greater 

importance to the lower number of observers you have due to the observer bias of preferred 

recreation activities during specific climate conditions. Even though increased effort by asking 

students and researchers to add observations when in Duke Forest can help alleviate some of the 

weather effects, generally the lack of observations during adverse conditions would still be seen.  

 

Other observer biases include the type of observer (member of the general public, Duke Forest 

recreation user, or Duke University affiliates) and their corresponding demographics. Duke Student 

participation could bias species occurrence depending on whether their observations are motivated 

by their class/research goals. Duke student participation could cause a bias towards a higher 

number of observations during the academic year relative to a secular year. On the other hand, 

research has shown that recreational users' activity in iNaturalist tends to peak during May (City 

Nature Challenge) and summer months (see Figure 19)  

 

Other data biases such as species bias and biases associated with general presence-only datasets 

have been well researched83,84. For more information on species bias, restrict data search inquiries 

based on taxonomic/species focus to obtain relevant biases. Presence-only data is still largely used 

in ecology and thus has several different methods of correcting or including the bias in data 

analysis85.  

Future Duke Forest iNaturalist Data Usage 

Uses for Duke Forest species occurrence data collected via iNaturalist aren’t limited to just 

establishing a baseline of species inventory. According to the research publication “Data integration 

enables global biodiversity synthesis”, the top five topics being reported among over 4000 research 

papers using species presence data are species distribution models, biodiversity informatics, 

climate futures, species distribution model applications, and novel occurrences20. Duke Forest could 

follow the likes of these other researchers in using iNaturalist data for species distribution models, 
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Figure 22: Temporal Changes of Topic Proportions in GBIF data. This image is from Heberling, J. M., Miller, J. T., Noesgaard, et 
al., 2021 in which displays their results of the most common topics that over 4,000 studies using open-sourced data obtained 
from databases like iNaturalist. The node sizes are relative to the frequency of the topic in the studies whereas the color of the 
nodes refers to either a decrease in the topic (seen in blue) or an increase (seen in red) in the corresponding topic frequency.  

Conclusion 

iNaturalist and BioBlitzes proved to be useful citizen science tools in achieving Duke Forest’s goal of 

finding an alternative wildlife and biodiversity management tool that doesn’t require excessive 

resource consumption by Duke Forest’s management staff. A non-exhaustive list of pros and cons of 

each citizen science tool is listed below 
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The results of this project have provided a basis for modeling the number of species observations 

per a given number of observers.  The model has proven to be highly correlated with significant 

independent variables such as size and seasonality and involves further data collection for 

sufficient model training and testing before the conclusion of model validity can be determined.  

 

The creation of an iNaturalist collection project using the geospatial layers of Duke Forest has 

significantly increased the number of known species occurrences within Duke Forest’s districts. 

Additional data associated with the species observations can now be used to help inform the Duke 

Forest Management team in decisions related to landscape management. In addition to supporting 

Duke Forest’s long-term landscape management goals, this project provides the opportunity for 

multiple spin-off research projects that can be done by other Duke University students as part of 

Duke Forest’s mission of providing an area for research and teaching.  

Table 2: Pro-Con table for iNaturalist and BioBlitzes. This table shows a non-exhaustive pro and con list for the citizen science 
tools iNaturalist and BioBlitzes as the result of this project. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 
 

Term Definition 

CNC Abbreviation of City Nature Challenge, an annual global citizen science BioBlitz 

NHP Abbreviation of the North Carolina Natural Heritage Progam 

The Plan Abbreviation for the Duke Forest Strategic Management Plan 2017-2022 

GLMs Generalized Linear Models 

R_F2 Statistical analysis test used to calculate the proportion of variance explained by fixed-
effect factors. 

BioBlitz An intensive biological surveying citizen science effort by multiple people over a specific 
geographic area over a specific time, usually including members of the general public 

iNaturalist A crowd-sourced database containing species observation from across the world 

NPS Abbreviation of the National Park Service 

NP Abbreviation for a singular National Park unit 

MEM Abbreviation for Master’s of Environmental Management degree 

MF Abbreviation for Master’s of Forestry degree 

ESC Abbreviation for Ecosystem Science & Conservation concentration 

Pseudo R2 Statistical analysis is interpreted as “the portion of the total variability of the outcome that 
is accounted for by the model” 

Research 
Grade 

Data classification that is given by algorithms in iNaturalist. For more specific information 
on the algorithm used visit http://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help#quality 

Collection 
Project 

A term used by iNaturalist to refer to a website landing page within iNaturalist that 
collects observations made based on parameters set up by the Collection Project’s 
administrator. 

Umbrella 
Project 

A term used by iNaturalist to refer to a website landing page within iNaturalist that 
contains multiple collection projects based on parameters set up by the Umbrella Project 
administrator. 
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I.  Executive Summary 

 

Since 1931, the Duke Forest has been Duke University’s research and teaching laboratory.  The 

legacy of scientific discovery – from understanding how a forest regrows after agricultural 

abandonment to learning about forest responses to changes in climate – is rich.  As a living 

laboratory and outdoor classroom, the Duke Forest has taught countless students, generated 

innumerable scientific articles, and launched the careers of many well-respected scientists.  Its 

academic legacy is alive and well today as new students and faculty from across the globe use the 

Duke Forest to uncover secrets about our ever-changing world.          

Throughout its history, academic uses of the Duke Forest have evolved with the changing 

intellectual needs of our society.  What began as a demonstration platform for southern forestry 

evolved into a basic science laboratory for understanding ecological processes and ecosystem-based 

management.  Scholars today integrate that foundational knowledge and historical data with the 

human context to develop local, national, and global solutions for climate change, ecosystem 

services losses, biodiversity conservation, and other pressing environmental issues. 

As Duke University presses further into an interdisciplinary approach to research and teaching, civic 

engagement, and collaborative problem solving, the Duke Forest remains poised to support the 

University’s strategic goals with its unique complement of natural, financial, and human resources. 

Likewise, the Duke Forest maintains its close relationship with the Nicholas School of the 

Environment and continues to serve its mission to create knowledge and leaders of consequence; to 

further understand basic earth and environmental processes; and to inform society about 

conservation of natural resources for future generations. 

The Duke Forest Strategic Plan strengthens the position of the Duke Forest as a relevant and 
invaluable asset for Duke University, the Nicholas School of the Environment, and the greater 
community.  It charts a trajectory for the next five years by developing strategic goals, objectives, 
and actions that guide program development and resource use.  The plan also facilitates the creation 
of annual action plans, which provide opportunity to adapt to changing conditions, respond to 
emerging opportunities, and track successes.   

The Duke Forest Strategic Plan addresses three overarching goals:  

 Stewardship for Long-Term Sustainability: Steward the natural, financial, and human 

resources of the Duke Forest to ensure its long-term sustainability as a major University 

asset for research, teaching, and community outreach. 

 Research and Teaching: Stimulate substantial contributions to scientific knowledge and 

interpretation through use of the forest in research and teaching, especially at the frontiers of 

our understanding and appreciation of the natural world.   

 Community Engagement: Engage with the University and public community to expand 

the forest’s role as a stage for academic exploration and to share vital insights about the 

interactions between humans and the environment, putting that knowledge in the service of 

society. 
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II.  Introduction 

 

The Office of the Duke Forest is the university department responsible for the management and 

stewardship of the Duke Forest Teaching and Research Laboratory.  The mission of the Duke 

Forest is: (1) to facilitate research that addresses fundamental and applied questions about forested 

and aquatic ecosystems; and (2) to aid in the instruction of students so that they will be informed 

citizens and effective stewards of our natural resources.  To this purpose, the Duke Forest offers a 

land base and staff support to serve as “an outdoor classroom” and “a living laboratory” for Duke 

faculty and students, other academic and research institutions, local K-12 schools, and the public. 

 

The entire Duke Forest land base contributes critical ecosystem services such as water quality, 

wildlife habitat, carbon sequestration, clean air, and access to nature - services that are rapidly 

disappearing due to the high rate of permanent land conversion across the region.  Beyond its 

boundaries, the Duke Forest anchors a large, landscape-level network of natural and semi-natural 

areas that are critical in preserving ecosystem functions, connecting areas for native plants and 

wildlife, and sustaining the aesthetic, woodsy appeal that makes the area so desirable to work and 

live in.   

 

In total, the Duke Forest is approximately 7,050 acres in Durham (1,536 acres, 22%), Orange (5,084 

acres, 72%), and Alamance counties (430 acres, 6%) (Figure 1).  It is divided into six management 

units known as divisions and one dedicated natural area.  Management of the Duke Forest is guided 

by a comprehensive plan that promotes the Forest’s academic mission while ensuring the protection 

of its natural resources.  Five major management priorities, which aim to maximize a wide variety of 

forest benefits, guide the allocation of forest resources, and in particular, direct staff time and 

energy.  These priorities also underlie strategic efforts to enhance the value of the Duke Forest as a 

University and community asset:   

 

- Promote the research and teaching mission 

- Sustainably manage natural resources 

- Protect unique biodiversity and historical elements 

- Provide education and outreach 

- Offer recreational and aesthetic amenities 

  

The Duke Forest Five-Year Strategic Plan builds upon the existing assets of the forest in establishing 

three overarching goals: (1) to guide long-term sustainability of the forest’s natural, financial, and 

human resources; (2) to stimulate substantial contributions to scientific knowledge and 

interpretation; and (3) to enhance connections with diverse communities.  These goals align with the 

University and Nicholas School of the Environment’s strategies to drive their research and 

education missions in the service of society across all scales.  Information and processes used to 

develop this strategic plan, such as the status of Duke Forest resources and input from stakeholders, 

is available upon request.    
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Figure 1. The extent of the Duke Forest land base includes 7,050 acres across Durham, Orange, and Alamance counties.  It is divided into 
six management units known as divisions and one dedicated natural area.       
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III. Goal 1: Stewardship for Long-Term Sustainability  

 

Steward the natural, financial, and human resources of the Duke Forest to ensure its long-term 

sustainability as a major University asset for research, teaching, and community outreach. 

 

The long-term sustainability of Duke Forest resources is vital to supporting its research and teaching 

mission and the role it plays for the University, the Nicholas School of the Environment, and the 

greater community.  The Office of the Duke Forest is responsible for the stewardship of the forest’s 

natural, financial, and human assets – all of which are critical in sustaining the forest’s contributions 

to the diverse communities it serves.  Consideration surrounding the maintenance and enhancement 

of these foundational resources is thus essential for setting realistic expectations and strategies that 

secure the forest as an academic and community asset for the University (see Goals 2 and 3). 

 

OBJECTIVES: STEWARDSHIP FOR LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY  

A. Diversify revenue sources through emerging opportunities for fundraising and 

exploration of potentially novel market values for Duke Forest resources; further reduce 

reliance on timber as a revenue source given current age-class distributions and future 

market uncertainties.    

B. Conserve and restore natural resources to secure the Duke Forest as a living laboratory 

and outdoor classroom, especially in the face of threats such as climate change; integrate 

protection of its natural assets with scholarly agendas to explore a more sustainable future 

and engage in community dialogues around environmental issues. 

C. Maintain a stable land base and prevent further fragmentation to sustain the integrity 

of the Duke Forest's natural resources and the multiple benefits received from them; revisit 

the established land planning strategy and create a long-term vision for the forest. 

D. Demonstrate exemplary large-scale ecosystem stewardship as a model among local, 

national, and international organizations; promote landscape level conservation to maintain 

ecosystem function and habitat connectivity beyond Duke Forest boundaries. 

E. Expand staff capacity and explore opportunities to better align Duke Forest's natural, 

financial, and human resources to accomplish strategic goals. 
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ACTIONS: STEWARDSHIP FOR LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY 

Objective Actions 

A. Diversify revenue sources 
through emerging 
opportunities for fundraising 
and exploration of potentially 
novel market values for Duke 
Forest resources; further 
reduce reliance on timber as a 
revenue source given current 
age-class distributions and 
future market uncertainties.    

 

Maintain a sustainable timber management program for 
its teaching, research, and demonstration value, as well as for 
forest health and resiliency; investigate opportunities to 
decrease reliance on it as a source of revenue, especially 
given current age-class distributions and future market 
uncertainties. 

Engage with the Office of University Development to 
explore potential for fundraising campaigns that benefit the 
Duke Forest and provide capacity for implementing strategic 
goals.     

Develop a research project to evaluate both non-market 
and potentially novel market values of ecosystem services 
provided by the Duke Forest. 

B. Conserve and restore 
natural resources to secure 
the Duke Forest as a living 
laboratory and outdoor 
classroom, especially in the 
face of threats such as climate 
change,; integrate protection 
of its natural assets with 
scholarly agendas to explore a 
more sustainable future and 
engage in community 
dialogues around 
environmental issues. 

Investigate implications of threats such as climate 
change, invasive species, and population growth and 
incorporate adaptive responses into management plan (in 
progress). 

Investigate a new approach to wildlife management that 
seeks to maintain animal biodiversity (in progress). 

Minimize negative impact from increased recreation 
use through enhanced communication with visiting public; 
projects that protect sensitive areas by rerouting or closing 
trails; and maintenance activities that mitigate negative 
impacts on surrounding resources. 

Develop restoration projects to bolster forest resiliency 
and restore degraded areas, e.g. New Hope Creek and low 
water Concrete Bridge. 

C. Maintain a stable land base 
and prevent further 
fragmentation to sustain the 
integrity of the Duke Forest's 
natural resources and the 
multiple benefits received 
from them; revisit the 
established land planning 

Prevent or minimize additional fragmentation caused 
by infrastructure development, e.g. power line, sewer line, 
or gas line easements; direct such projects to existing forest 
edges, avoiding interior areas; maintain relationships and 
open lines of communications with potential project 
developers.   

Engage a community of faculty and administrators to 
develop a long-term vision for the forest over the next 50 
to 100 years. 
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strategy and create a long-
term vision for the forest. 

Reevaluate the 2006 land planning strategy within the 
current context of Duke Forest lands to establish, if 
appropriate, a new list of strategic acquisition priorities. 

D. Demonstrate exemplary 
large-scale ecosystem 
stewardship as a model 
among local, national, and 
international organizations; 
promote landscape level 
conservation to maintain 
ecosystem function and 
habitat connectivity beyond 
Duke Forest boundaries. 

 

Recognize the role of the Duke Forest land base in 
anchoring connectivity across the larger landscape; engage 
with external partners to identify high priority landscape 
connectors within the Jordan Lake watershed and the inter-
basin bridge between the Neuse and Cape Fear River Basins.   

Maintain Forest Stewardship Council certification and 
further demonstrate excellence in forest management by 
obtaining additional recognitions or certifications. 

E. Expand staff capacity and 
explore opportunities to 
better align Duke Forest's 
natural, financial, and human 
resources to accomplish 
strategic goals. 

Evaluate Duke Forest's assets to optimize 
organizational efficiency and align resources with strategic 
goals, especially with regard to staff capacity. 
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IV.  Goal 2: Research and Teaching   

 

Stimulate substantial contributions to scientific knowledge and interpretation through use of the forest 

in research and teaching, especially at the frontiers of our understanding and appreciation of the 

natural world.   

 

Since 1931, the Duke Forest has been used by students and faculty at Duke and from across the 

globe to uncover secrets about our ever-changing world.  The Forest’s legacy of scientific discovery 

– from understanding how a forest regrows after agricultural abandonment to learning about how 

forests respond to changes in climate – is rich.  The forest continues to offer opportunity for 

experimentation and observation across a growing suite of disciplines and technologies, engaging 

students and faculty in active learning within a unique setting.  Increasingly, the forest presents the 

possibility to link diverse communities of the University in their quest to address common, yet 

pressing environmental issues, and to translate that knowledge into local, national, and global 

solutions. 

 

OBJECTIVES: RESEARCH AND TEACHING 

A. Promote research and teaching across new disciplines, technologies, and audiences; 

and by integrated teams of faculty, graduate, professional, and undergraduate students. 

B. Facilitate research and teaching projects that enhance knowledge translation and 

civic engagement, particularly related to common environmental issues and the exploration 

of potential solutions. 

C. Develop strategy and capacity to centralize sharing and access to historic and current 

research data, especially from long-term research plots and historical sites; enhance the 

availability of baseline research and teaching information.   

D. Strengthen recognition and branding of the Duke Forest as a major research and 

teaching destination within the University and across the broader local, national, and 

international academic communities.  

E. Leverage forest management to showcase real-world, on-the-ground implementation 

of sustainability practices, especially via the production of wood products and the 

protection of natural resources. 

F. Design and advertise research and teaching projects addressing Duke Forest 

management issues and long-term stewardship goals. 
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ACTIONS: RESEARCH AND TEACHING 

Objective Actions 

A. Promote research and 

teaching across new 

disciplines, technologies, 

and audiences; and by 

integrated teams of faculty, 

graduate, professional, and 

undergraduate students. 

 

Continue to offer and encourage opportunity for 
experimentation and observation across a range of new 
technologies, from drones to nanoparticles (in progress). 

Foster expansion of formal teaching uses, especially by 
undergraduates and across novel disciplines such as arts, 
humanities, and medicine (in progress). 

Promote interaction and potential collaborations 
between current research faculty and students via novel 
engagement events such as a ‘Picnics and Posters’ forum. 

B. Facilitate research and 

teaching projects that 

enhance knowledge 

translation and civic 

engagement, particularly 

related to common 

environmental issues and the 

exploration of potential 

solutions. 

Cultivate research and teaching uses that offer 
opportunity to engage communities around 
environmental issues and the role of science in seeking 
solutions; through public forums, tours, and digital 
interactions. 

C. Develop strategy and 

capacity to centralize 

sharing and access to 

historic and current 

research data, especially 

from long-term research plots 

and historical sites; and 

enhance the availability of 

baseline research and teaching 

information.   

Seek new funding or partnerships to:  

 improve accessibility of ecological data from long-
term research plots; 

 promote use of historical and archaeological data;  

 establish and maintain a larger network of research 
equipment that provides foundational data for 
numerous research tracks, e.g. weather stations, 
stream gauges;  

 develop an online database to facilitate sharing and 
accessibility of spatial data. 

D. Strengthen recognition and 

branding of the Duke 

Forest as a major research 

and teaching destination 

within the University and 

across the broader local, 

Engage opportunities to participate in research site 
networks (in progress). 
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national, and international 

academic communities.  

E. Leverage forest 

management to showcase 

real-world, on-the-ground 

implementation of 

sustainability practices, 

especially via the production 

of wood products and the 

protection of natural 

resources. 

Facilitate increased use of the forest within 
sustainability education at Duke by engaging with The 
Trillium Sustainability Fellows program and with 
sustainability-related undergraduate, graduate and 
professional, and executive and continuing education 
programs/certificates (in progress). 

F. Design and advertise 

research and teaching 

projects addressing Duke 

Forest management issues 

and long-term stewardship 

goals. 

Offer Duke Forest research projects related to 
management and stewardship for students to satisfy class 
or degree requirements (in progress). 
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V. Goal 3: Community Engagement  

 

Engage with the University and public communities to expand the forest’s role as a stage for academic 

exploration and to share vital insights about the interaction between humans and the environment, 

putting that knowledge in the service of society. 

 

The Duke Forest engages a large audience, including the University community, local K-12 schools, 

and the general public.  Community engagement is central to promoting the research and teaching 

mission of the Duke Forest and the ability to leverage this mission in service to society.  Across the 

academic sphere, engagement with researchers, teachers, and students stimulates use of the forest 

for investigation and learning across basic and applied questions.  Beyond academy walls, 

community engagement leverages the forest’s mission to connect people with science; to educate 

about natural resources conservation and forest management; and to empower the public with 

information about issues affecting the environment.  As the local population has increased in recent 

decades, so has use of the forest as a recreational and aesthetic amenity.  Engaging this community is 

particularly important to raising awareness about the use and benefits of the Duke Forest and for 

ensuring compliance with rules and regulations that protect its value for research, teaching, and 

natural resource conservation. 

 

OBJECTIVES: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  

A. Bolster staff capacity to support forest use across new disciplines and novel 

audiences; to enhance public education offerings; and to support researcher needs to satisfy 

funding requirements for public outreach. 

B. Connect communities within and outside of Duke with science, increasing the diversity 

of the Duke Forest audience and focusing education and outreach opportunities on natural 

resource conservation, scientific investigation, and forest management. 

C. Raise awareness within the recreational user community regarding the need to protect 

forest resources and the role and benefits of Duke Forest within the community.  
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ACTIONS: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  

 

Objective Actions 

A. Bolster staff capacity to 
foster teaching and research 
uses across new disciplines 
and novel audiences; to 
enhance public education 
offerings; and to support 
researcher needs to satisfy 
funding requirements for 
public outreach. 

Increase staff capacity with a communications and 
engagement specialist; develop a funding source for this 
new position (in progress). 

Enhance publicity, promotion, and communication 
about ongoing research in the Duke Forest and current 
Duke Forest management and conservation activities to 
stimulate teaching and research interest. 

Develop and advertise specific research project ideas 
that benefit Duke Forest management and stewardship 
(in progress). 

B. Connect communities 
within and outside of Duke 
with science, increasing the 
diversity of the Duke Forest 
audience and focusing 
education and outreach 
opportunities on natural 
resource conservation, 
scientific investigation, and 
forest management. 

 

Leverage ongoing research to offer novel outreach 
experiences that connect people within and outside of 
Duke with science. 

Increase communication both within and outside of 
Duke to raise awareness about ongoing research, forest 
resources, and responsible forest management. 

Implement new projects or develop new partnerships 
to increase the diversity of the Duke Forest audience 
(in progress). 

C. Raise awareness within the 
recreational user community 
regarding the need to protect 
forest resources and the role 
and benefits of Duke Forest 
within the community. 

Engage the recreational user community to share 
information about the use and benefits of Duke Forest and 
how the community’s actions can impact the research and 
teaching environment. 
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Bioblitz MP 2016
Troi Perkins
9/7/2021

Fundamentals of reproducibility
Reproducibility: when someone else (e.g., future self) can obtain the same outcomes from the same dataset and
analysis

Raw data are always separate from processed data
Link data transformations with a reproducible pipeline
Raw datasets NEVER changed
Cleaning/transformations done through coding, not by editing within Excel (oops; 9.7 note: will need to
import raw data and process in Rstudio to create a reproducible pipeline )
Edits documented by well-commented code
Majority of time spent in the data processing phase (clean, wrangle)

Rules and Conventions
Data stored in nonproprietary software (e.g., .csv, .md, .txt)
File names in ASCII text
No spaces!
Consistent file naming conventions
Store data, code, and output in separate folders

Credit for “Fundamentals of Reproducibility” and “Rules and Conventions” note sections: Fay, R., Lima, L., and
Kateri, S. (2021). 2: Reproducibility and Coding Basics.RMD. Nicholas School of the Environment. Duke
University.

Set up
getwd()

## [1] "C:/Users/typer/Documents/MP/East_Coast_NPS_iNat/Source"

setwd("~/MP/East_Coast_NPS_iNat/Source") 
 
  
library(readxl) 
library(dplyr)

## Warning: package 'dplyr' was built under R version 3.6.3
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library(GGally) 
library(ggplot2) 
library(tidyverse)

## Warning: package 'tidyverse' was built under R version 3.6.3

## Warning: package 'tibble' was built under R version 3.6.3

## Warning: package 'tidyr' was built under R version 3.6.3

## Warning: package 'readr' was built under R version 3.6.3

## Warning: package 'purrr' was built under R version 3.6.3

## Warning: package 'forcats' was built under R version 3.6.3

library(car)

## Warning: package 'carData' was built under R version 3.6.3

require(AER)

## Warning: package 'AER' was built under R version 3.6.3

## Warning: package 'lmtest' was built under R version 3.6.3

## Warning: package 'zoo' was built under R version 3.6.3

## Warning: package 'survival' was built under R version 3.6.3

require(rsq)

## Warning: package 'rsq' was built under R version 3.6.3

require(MuMIn)

## Warning: package 'MuMIn' was built under R version 3.6.3

library(lme4)
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## Warning: package 'lme4' was built under R version 3.6.3

library(DescTools)

## Warning: package 'DescTools' was built under R version 3.6.3

require(equatiomatic) 
require(knitr) 
 
options(scipen = 4) 
 
#Set theme 
mytheme <- theme_classic(base_size = 14) + 
  theme(axis.text = element_text(color = "black"), 
        legend.position = "top") 
theme_set(mytheme) 
 
opts_knit$set(root.dir ="~/MP/East_Coast_NPS_iNat")

Methods prior to data import
Prior to importing data into R, I downloaded raw data from ‘2016 NPS BiobLitz’ project in iNaturalist. Filters
(year=2016; research grade only observations) were selected on iNaturalist and applied. Variables checked
included: taxa name,common species name, observation date, latitude and longitutude.

Raw iNaturalist data was uploaded to ArcGis.

NLCD 2016 data was uploaded and intersected with observation points to extract landcover data values of each
observation.

A Boundary was set to include only observations within the East Coast that matched NLCD codes found in Duke
Forest Divisions. Florida was excluded from analysis.

National Park Boundary Data was downloaded.

Intersect tool was used on lat long of observation points and the National Park Boundary Data Set to extract park
unit name.

Table to Excel Geoprocess used to save data.

New raw data now included NLCD classifications and raster values, and National Park Unit Names.

New raw data uploaded into Excel. Eliminated columns not useful to analysis. n (number of observations) =21797

Raw data cleaned of entries containing unidentified species (441 entries) and taxonomic groups considered
ongoing (3 entries). n (number of observations) =21353 Taxa covered = 13 Park Units = 110

Filtered duplicate species observations using common name and unit name to get number of unique species
identified by park within 2016. n (number of unique species observed) = 16719 Taxa covered = 13 (same) Park
Units = 110 (same)

Added new column to data with seasonal values based on dates defined: Spring (Mar 1st-May 31st), Summer
(June 1- Aug 31st), Fall (Sept 1-Nov 30th), Winter Dec 1-Feb 29th).
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Pivoted to look at data, noticed Cuyahoga ark unit as a major outlier.

Made copy of No_duplicates.

Removed 20 parks that had a bioblitz in 2016. Named processed data No_dup_remove_BBPs.

Uploaded four sheets of data from original workbook ‘MP Data 2016 to 2021 (version 2).xlsb’.

BBNPs_2016: 20 NP units with Bioblitz in 2016. This data does not include NLCD of each observation*. Caveats:
iNaturalist only shows the top 9 taxanomic groups in the published event results so the number of total species
may not equal number of total species in each reported taxonmic group. The 2016_total_Species may be lower or
higher than the BB_species total due to differences in the published data results from the National Park Service
2016 report and the individual park unit’s bioblitz report.

nonBBNPs_2016:90 NP units with 2016 year long data without Bioblitz events. This data includes NLCD of each
observation. This an additional process step to include number of observers for the year from

AllNPs_2016_2020: This includes extra information for all 110 parks. The ‘Size_ha’, ‘2016_Total_Observers’,
‘2016_Total_Species’ will need to be extracted to ‘nonBBNPs_2016’. The ‘Size_ha’ needs to be extracted to
‘BBNPs_2016’ based on ‘NP_Name’.

*I do have the NLCD for each of the park species observations but only for the the total year of 2016 which doesn’t
match the bioblitz species count (could be higher or lower due to the same data cut-offs discussed previously).

iNaturalist Data Assumptions
“iNaturalist observations become candidates for Research Grade when they have a photo, date, and coordinates.
They become Research Grade when the community agrees on an identification. If the community has multiple
opinions on what taxon has been observed, iNaturalist chooses a taxon from all the proposed taxa (an implied
ancestor taxa of the proposed taxa) that more than 2/3 of the voters agree with. The full algorithm is as follows: for
all identified taxa and the taxa that contain them (e.g. genus Homo contains Homo sapiens), score each as the
ratio between the number of cumulative IDs for that taxon over the sum of the cumulative IDs, the number of more
conservative IDs added after the first ID of that taxon, and the number of IDs that are completely different (i.e. IDs
of taxa that do not contain the taxon being scored). For the identified taxa that have a score over 2/3 and at least 2
identifications, iNaturalist chooses the lowest ranked taxon as the community taxon. An observation can lose
Research Grade status if the community has voted it down on several metrics, including whether the organism is
wild / naturalized (i.e. not captive / cultivated), whether the location and date seem accurate, and whether the
content of the observation is appropriate for the context (e.g. violation of iNaturalist’s Terms of Service, copyright
violation, plagiarism, etc.). To learn more about data quality on iNaturalist, see
http://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help#quality (http://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help#quality)”

BBNPs_2016 <- read_csv("C:/Users/typer/Documents/MP/East_Coast_NPS_iNat/BBNPs_2016.csv")

http://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help#quality
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##  
## -- Column specification -------------------------------------------------------- 
## cols( 
##   NP_Name = col_character(), 
##   `2016_Total_Observers` = col_double(), 
##   `2016_Total_Species` = col_double(), 
##   BB_Season = col_character(), 
##   BB_Duration_hrs = col_double(), 
##   BB_observers = col_double(), 
##   BB_species = col_double(), 
##   Plants = col_double(), 
##   Birds = col_double(), 
##   Insects = col_double(), 
##   Mammals = col_double(), 
##   Amphibians = col_double(), 
##   Molluscs = col_double(), 
##   Reptiles = col_double(), 
##   Ray_finned_fishes = col_double(), 
##   Arachnids = col_double(), 
##   Fungi = col_double(), 
##   Taxa_Specific = col_double() 
## )

#View(BBNPs_2016) #all bioblitz parks with just taxa reported 
 
nonBBNPs_2016 <- read_csv("C:/Users/typer/Documents/MP/East_Coast_NPS_iNat/nonBBNPs_2016.csv")

##  
## -- Column specification -------------------------------------------------------- 
## cols( 
##   obs_date = col_character(), 
##   Common_Name = col_character(), 
##   Taxa = col_character(), 
##   RASTERVALU = col_double(), 
##   NLCD = col_character(), 
##   NP_Name = col_character() 
## )

#View(nonBBNPs_2016) #all non-bioblitz parks with species observations. Need to convert to taxa
 for comparison with BBNPs 
 
Species_by_Taxa_2016 <-read_csv("C:/Users/typer/Documents/MP/East_Coast_NPS_iNat/Species_by_Taxa
_2016_NP.csv") #allspecies observations (no duplicates per park)in 2016. to be modeled on its ow
n
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##  
## -- Column specification -------------------------------------------------------- 
## cols( 
##   obs_date = col_character(), 
##   Season = col_character(), 
##   Common_Name = col_character(), 
##   Taxa = col_character(), 
##   NP_Name = col_character() 
## )

AllNPs_2016_2020 <- read_csv("C:/Users/typer/Documents/MP/East_Coast_NPS_iNat/AllNPs_2016_2020.c
sv")

##  
## -- Column specification -------------------------------------------------------- 
## cols( 
##   NP_Name = col_character(), 
##   Avg_species = col_double(), 
##   Avg_observers = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2016_Total_Observers = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2016_Total_Species = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2017_observers = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2017_species = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2018_observers = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2018_species = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2019_observers = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2019_species = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2020_observers = col_double(), 
##   Yr_2020_species = col_double(), 
##   `Size(ha)` = col_double(), 
##   BB_Event = col_double() 
## )

#View(AllNPs_2016_2020) #contains one variable to be merged with BB/NonBB. = $Size_ha. To be mod
eled on its own. n=87 (dropped 25 parks that had average species total 10 from 2016-2020) 
 
#str(nonBBNPs_2016) #shows df, all the objects, all the classes 
 
#nonBBNPs_2016$obs_date <- as.Date(nonBBNPs_2016$obs_date, format = "%m/%d/%Y") #didn't work 
 
#Species_by_Taxa_2016$obs_date <- as.Date(Species_by_Taxa_2016$obs_date, format = "%m/%d/%Y") #r
eading as 0016 for some reason... no matter just use the season.  
 
#View(nonBBNPs_2016) 
#View(Species_by_Taxa_2016)

#Basic R commands for exploring data

Alternate option: click on data frame in Environment tab
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class(nonBBNPs_2016$Common_Name) colnames(nonBBNPs_2016) str(nonBBNPs_2016) #shows df, all the
objects, all the classes dim(nonBBNPs_2016) #how many rows and columns, short for dimension
length(nonBBNPs_2016) #how many columns

head(nonBBNPs_2016) #shows first 6 rows head(nonBBNPs_2016, 10) tail(nonBBNPs_2016, 5) #show bottom of
dataset

class(nonBBNPs_2016$Common_Name) #shows specific object’s class

summary(nonBBNPs_2016) #could point to column using $ and summary the column by itself

#Reclassify nonBBNP to factors 
 
nonBBNPs_2016_v2 <- nonBBNPs_2016 
 
 
 
nonBBNPs_2016_v2$Taxa <- as.factor(nonBBNPs_2016_v2$Taxa) 
nonBBNPs_2016_v2$RASTERVALU <- as.factor(nonBBNPs_2016_v2$RASTERVALU) 
nonBBNPs_2016_v2$NLCD <- as.factor(nonBBNPs_2016_v2$NLCD) 
 
 
#summary(nonBBNPs_2016_v2) 
#view(nonBBNPs_2016_v2) 
#class(nonBBNPs_2016_v2$NP_Name) 
#str(nonBBNPs_2016_v2) 
 
#Reclassify BBNP to factors 
 
str(BBNPs_2016)
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## spec_tbl_df [20 x 18] (S3: spec_tbl_df/tbl_df/tbl/data.frame) 
##  $ NP_Name             : chr [1:20] "Acadia National Park" "Boston Harbor Islands National Re
creation Area" "Catoctin Mountain Park" "Congaree National Park" ... 
##  $ 2016_Total_Observers: num [1:20] 156 46 37 67 97 360 35 133 30 12 ... 
##  $ 2016_Total_Species  : num [1:20] 586 257 213 276 44 ... 
##  $ BB_Season           : chr [1:20] "Summer" "Fall" "Spring" "Spring" ... 
##  $ BB_Duration_hrs     : num [1:20] 48 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 ... 
##  $ BB_observers        : num [1:20] 37 41 28 51 31 324 47 77 12 11 ... 
##  $ BB_species          : num [1:20] 386 241 149 307 44 935 108 434 192 298 ... 
##  $ Plants              : num [1:20] 59 100 55 111 18 442 12 172 84 116 ... 
##  $ Birds               : num [1:20] 6 44 3 82 11 130 1 74 58 79 ... 
##  $ Insects             : num [1:20] 241 31 55 58 3 168 70 75 18 70 ... 
##  $ Mammals             : num [1:20] NA 4 3 4 2 20 1 12 1 9 ... 
##  $ Amphibians          : num [1:20] 4 NA 2 8 0 14 1 4 2 9 ... 
##  $ Molluscs            : num [1:20] 6 10 3 2 3 NA 1 12 NA 2 ... 
##  $ Reptiles            : num [1:20] NA 1 3 9 0 11 7 10 2 2 ... 
##  $ Ray_finned_fishes   : num [1:20] NA NA NA NA 0 17 NA NA NA 2 ... 
##  $ Arachnids           : num [1:20] 6 2 11 6 0 35 4 30 2 1 ... 
##  $ Fungi               : num [1:20] NA 24 5 20 5 51 3 30 24 NA ... 
##  $ Taxa_Specific       : num [1:20] 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ... 
##  - attr(*, "spec")= 
##   .. cols( 
##   ..   NP_Name = col_character(), 
##   ..   `2016_Total_Observers` = col_double(), 
##   ..   `2016_Total_Species` = col_double(), 
##   ..   BB_Season = col_character(), 
##   ..   BB_Duration_hrs = col_double(), 
##   ..   BB_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   BB_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Plants = col_double(), 
##   ..   Birds = col_double(), 
##   ..   Insects = col_double(), 
##   ..   Mammals = col_double(), 
##   ..   Amphibians = col_double(), 
##   ..   Molluscs = col_double(), 
##   ..   Reptiles = col_double(), 
##   ..   Ray_finned_fishes = col_double(), 
##   ..   Arachnids = col_double(), 
##   ..   Fungi = col_double(), 
##   ..   Taxa_Specific = col_double() 
##   .. )
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BBNPs_2016_v2 <-BBNPs_2016 
 
 
BBNPs_2016_v2$BB_Season <- as.factor(BBNPs_2016_v2$BB_Season) 
BBNPs_2016_v2$NP_Name <- as.factor(BBNPs_2016_v2$NP_Name) 
BBNPs_2016_v2$BB_Duration_hrs <- as.factor(BBNPs_2016_v2$BB_Duration_hrs) 
AllNPs_2016_2020_v2<- AllNPs_2016_2020 
AllNPs_2016_2020_v2$NP_Name <- as.factor(AllNPs_2016_2020_v2$NP_Name) 
#str(BBNPs_2016_v2) 
 
 
#Reclassify AllNPS to factors 
 
str(AllNPs_2016_2020)
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## spec_tbl_df [86 x 15] (S3: spec_tbl_df/tbl_df/tbl/data.frame) 
##  $ NP_Name                : chr [1:86] "Vanderbilt Mansion National Historic Site" "Statue Of 
Liberty National Monument" "Wright Brothers National Memorial" "Jimmy Carter National Historic S
ite" ... 
##  $ Avg_species            : num [1:86] 10 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 14 17 ... 
##  $ Avg_observers          : num [1:86] 5 9 9 3 5 8 8 6 6 10 ... 
##  $ Yr_2016_Total_Observers: num [1:86] 1 1 4 1 1 1 3 1 3 5 ... 
##  $ Yr_2016_Total_Species  : num [1:86] 1 1 5 2 4 16 19 1 11 6 ... 
##  $ Yr_2017_observers      : num [1:86] 2 4 0 2 1 3 4 5 2 7 ... 
##  $ Yr_2017_species        : num [1:86] 8 5 0 2 1 6 10 10 3 10 ... 
##  $ Yr_2018_observers      : num [1:86] 4 4 13 5 6 3 4 3 1 6 ... 
##  $ Yr_2018_species        : num [1:86] 5 7 28 19 19 4 12 22 4 18 ... 
##  $ Yr_2019_observers      : num [1:86] 9 16 13 2 6 7 4 7 7 21 ... 
##  $ Yr_2019_species        : num [1:86] 14 25 10 18 13 5 7 13 23 38 ... 
##  $ Yr_2020_observers      : num [1:86] 9 18 14 6 9 12 9 12 8 8 ... 
##  $ Yr_2020_species        : num [1:86] 21 17 16 21 26 36 20 24 31 11 ... 
##  $ Size(ha)               : num [1:86] 85.65 173.39 18.16 3.65 264.34 ... 
##  $ BB_Event               : num [1:86] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 
##  - attr(*, "spec")= 
##   .. cols( 
##   ..   NP_Name = col_character(), 
##   ..   Avg_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Avg_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2016_Total_Observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2016_Total_Species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2017_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2017_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2018_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2018_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2019_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2019_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2020_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2020_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   `Size(ha)` = col_double(), 
##   ..   BB_Event = col_double() 
##   .. )

AllNPs_2016_2020_v2$BB_Event <- as.factor(AllNPs_2016_2020_v2$BB_Event) 
 
 
 
Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2 <- Species_by_Taxa_2016  
Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2$Season <- as.factor(Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2$Season) 
Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2$Taxa <- as.factor(Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2$Taxa) 
 
Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2$NP_Name <- as.factor(Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2$NP_Name) 
head(Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2)

obs_date
<chr>

Season
<fct>

Common_Name
<chr>

Taxa
<fct>

NP_Name
<fct>
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obs_date
<chr>

Season
<fct>

Common_Name
<chr>

Taxa
<fct>

NP_Name
<fct>

2/9/2016 Spring Eastern Milksnake Reptilia Acadia National Park

2/9/2016 Spring pitch pine Plantae Acadia National Park

3/13/2016 Spring Turkey Vulture Aves Acadia National Park

5/7/2016 Summer Pileated Woodpecker Aves Acadia National Park

5/10/2016 Summer paper birch Plantae Acadia National Park

5/14/2016 Summer red columbine Plantae Acadia National Park

6 rows

#str(Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2)

Join Functions In dplyr, there are several types of join functions (Per Jon Fey):

inner_join : return rows in x where there are matching values in y, and all columns in x and y (mutating
join).
semi_join : return all rows from x where there are matching values in y, keeping just columns from x

(filtering join).
left_join : return all rows from x, and all columns from x and y (mutating join).
anti_join : return all rows from x where there are not matching values in y, keeping just columns from x

(filtering join).
full_join : return all rows and all columns from x and y. Returns NA for missing values (mutating join).

###Processing Data Goal: 1) Append AllNPs_2016_2020_v2$2016_Total_Observers, $2016_Total_species, 
Size_ha to BBNPs_2016_v2 3) Format

nonBBNPs_2016_v2 to which the rows are based on the park (like in AllNPs_2016_2020)

###Analysis Goal: * Run a frequency chart (histogram) to see what the outlying parks are, see if dropping the
lowest 5% of park or chose arbitruary number like <10 species. * Looking to create a model that predicts number
of unique species observed per park given the number of expected observers. i.e. DF wants to do a bioblitz. They
expect to have 20 observers. How many species might they expect to see? [I know there will be covariables like
seasonality] * Backwards step model, i.e. put all into model, drop each variable depending on correlation
significance.

###Explanation of variables All models have a mix of quantitative and categorical factors

Quantitative variables Discrete ‘count’ variables: integer counts observers-the count of participating iNaturalist
users species- the count of confirmed unique species observed

Continuous variables:measurements of non-finite values **Size- the number of hectares within the National Park
Unit

Categorical variables:represent groups of some kind

Binary/dichotomous variables:Y/N outcomes BB_Event- yes (1) / no (2) to bioblitz event occurence
Taxa_Specific- yes (1) / no (2) to specific taxanomic focus within the BB_Event

Siz atononBBnp 22)AppendAllNP 2eh s2016v s20162020v
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Nominal Variables: Groups with no rank/order Species_Name - names of species observed Taxa- groups of
different species NLCD- landcover type based on NLCD 2016 Season- Winter Spring Summer Fall that
observations or BB event occured in ***NP_Name- name of National Park unit

Oridinal variables: groups that are ranked in specific order [none]

###Models to Evaluate: 1) is looking at Bioblitz parks in year 2016, ssp observed, number of observers, number of
taxa represented -> BB_NP <- glm(BB_species ~ BB_observers + Size of NP

2. is looking at 90 parks in year 2016 w/o bioblitzes, same variables -> NonBB_NP <- total_species ~
total_observers + Size of NP

3. Combined BB parks and nonBB parks in 2016. Adding whether or not a park had a bioblitz (so n=20 for yes
bioblitz and n=90 for no bioblitz). -> Total_NP_2016 <-Total_species ~ Total_observers + Size of NP +
BB_event

4. Looking at the total observers and total species reported in each year from 2016-2020 and seeing if a) there
is an increasing trend in users/species observed and b) if I can use the data to plug in number of observers
to get x species -> All_Years_NP <- NP_unit_total ~ 2016_species:2016_observers + ….
2020_species:2020_species + size_ha + BB_Event + Season

Dependent Variable
Number of species observed

Independent Variables
NP_Name, Size of NP, Seasonality, # observers, Y/N Bioblitz Event, Y/N Specific Taxa Focused Bioblitz Event,
#species observed per 13 possible taxanomic groups, #duration of bioblitz

###Outliers

For analysis of average number of species and average number of observations per a park per a year from 2016-
2020

During exploration of data the following parks had fewer than 10 average species per a year reported from 2016-
2020 indicating a lower effort and were thus omitted from graphical results.

n=27 omitted parks

For Graphical Purposes: Resulting data of 83 NP was grouped
based on quartile data.
Q1 ‘Minimal Effort’ = 10-31 (n=19) Q2 ‘Low Effort’ = 32-100 (n=25) Q3 & @4 ‘Medium Effort = 101-397 (n=34)
[nothing between 397-566] Outliers ’High Effort’ =566-1254 (n=12)

nonBBNPs_2016_v3 <- nonBBNPs_2016_v2 %>% group_by(NP_Name, Taxa) %>% summarize(Individuals=n())  
#step 1, turns the individual species names into numbers

## `summarise()` has grouped output by 'NP_Name'. You can override using the `.groups` argument.
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#try to group by NPS 
nonBBNPs_2016_v4 <- nonBBNPs_2016_v3 %>% pivot_wider(names_from = Taxa, values_from = Individual
s ) #success!  
 
view(nonBBNPs_2016_v4) 
 
nonBBNPs_2016_v4[55,1] <- ("Longfellow National Historic Site") 
nonBBNPs_2016_v4$NP_Name <- as.factor(nonBBNPs_2016_v4$NP_Name) 
head(nonBBNPs_2016_v4)

#join columns 2,3,16 from All to nonBB 
 
Merger1 <- AllNPs_2016_2020_v2[, c(1,4,5,14)] #new dataframe with just those columns 
 
nonBBNPs_2016_v5 <- merge(Merger1, nonBBNPs_2016_v4, by="NP_Name") #success 
 
#same process for size_ha for BBNPs 
 
 
BBNPs_2016_v3 <- merge(Merger1, BBNPs_2016_v2, by="NP_Name") #Success! Added size_ha to DF 
BBNPs_2016_v3$Taxa_Specific <- as.factor(BBNPs_2016_v3$Taxa_Specific) 
 
 
str(BBNPs_2016_v3)

NP_Name
<fct>

Plantae
<int>

Insecta
<int>

Reptilia
<int>

A…
<int>

Fu…
<int>

Amp

African Burial Ground National Monument 3

Andersonville National Historic Site 1 1

Antietam National Battlefield 9 2 4 1

Appalachian National Scenic Trail 207 55 10 24 28

Arlington House, The Robert E. Lee Memorial

Assateague Island National Seashore 10 4 2 95 1

6 rows | 1-8 of 14 columns

NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA

NA

NA NA NA NA NA
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## 'data.frame':    20 obs. of  21 variables: 
##  $ NP_Name                : Factor w/ 86 levels "Acadia National Park",..: 1 9 14 20 21 24 30 
40 46 49 ... 
##  $ Yr_2016_Total_Observers: num  156 46 37 51 31 360 47 133 12 7 ... 
##  $ Yr_2016_Total_Species  : num  586 257 213 307 44 ... 
##  $ Size(ha)               : num  19861 599.9 2383.6 10714.9 15.9 ... 
##  $ 2016_Total_Observers   : num  156 46 37 67 97 360 35 133 30 12 ... 
##  $ 2016_Total_Species     : num  586 257 213 276 44 ... 
##  $ BB_Season              : Factor w/ 4 levels "Fall","Spring",..: 3 1 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 ... 
##  $ BB_Duration_hrs        : Factor w/ 4 levels "24","48","72",..: 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ... 
##  $ BB_observers           : num  37 41 28 51 31 324 47 77 12 11 ... 
##  $ BB_species             : num  386 241 149 307 44 935 108 434 192 298 ...
##  $ Plants                 : num  59 100 55 111 18 442 12 172 84 116 ... 
##  $ Birds                  : num  6 44 3 82 11 130 1 74 58 79 ... 
##  $ Insects                : num  241 31 55 58 3 168 70 75 18 70 ... 
##  $ Mammals                : num  NA 4 3 4 2 20 1 12 1 9 ... 
##  $ Amphibians             : num  4 NA 2 8 0 14 1 4 2 9 ... 
##  $ Molluscs               : num  6 10 3 2 3 NA 1 12 NA 2 ... 
##  $ Reptiles               : num  NA 1 3 9 0 11 7 10 2 2 ... 
##  $ Ray_finned_fishes      : num  NA NA NA NA 0 17 NA NA NA 2 ... 
##  $ Arachnids              : num  6 2 11 6 0 35 4 30 2 1 ... 
##  $ Fungi                  : num  NA 24 5 20 5 51 3 30 24 NA ... 
##  $ Taxa_Specific          : Factor w/ 2 levels "0","1": 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 ...

Model selection Procedure
based on lecture 15 1) Fit Maximal Model -check for over dispersion on Poisson -check for correlations among
explantory variables using Corr() -mark any correlations of above .7 as interaction variables 2) Begin model
simplification by backwards selection -inspect parameter estimates using summary() -remove the least significant
terms, starting with interactions, using update () -leave out: if deletion causes insignificant increase in deviance -
leave in: if deletion causes significant increase in deviance 3) Fit test -If full model has 1 more term than reduced
model use t.test -If full model has >1 explanatory variables than reduce use f.test by comparing the Sum of
Squares Error (SSE) for reduced model to 
the full model using anova() with test=“Chisq”. Small Pr(>F) rejects null hypthosis that reduced model is better than
full. -Resideual Sum of Squares (RSS) is the same as SSE, small RSS indicates a tight fit of the model to the data.
-Using AIC to determine model selection by AIC(), rule of thumbe is AIX <2* models are equivalent, AIC of 4-7
models clearly distinguishable, AIC > 10 models definitely different. You risk discarding useful models for AIC > 2.

###Types of Models based on lecture 16 Determineing type of GLM based on the following characteristics: 1)
generalized data where the links the response to the linear predictor Y (transforms) -> GLM 2) Count data
including discrete, integers, high 0s. Comes from discrete data having skewed distribution -> Poisson if
overdispersion is greatthehr than 2 then use family Quasipoisson 3) If model has a repeated sample with a fixed
and random effect then can use glmer or glmmTMB

###Data Interpretation 1. Explore the data via ggpairs 2. Fit the model 3. asses importance of model covariates 4.
reduce model using backwards selection 5. Examine residuals of final model 6. test the fit of model “goodness of
fit” [note testing for dispersions violates poisson assumption] using pchisq() if p is> .05 then model fits data 7.
Interpret model coefficients -If overdsp() returns result greater than 2 then require(AER)dispersiontest() and run
summary() on model with poisson family and model with quasiotal effort [i.e. glm(y~factor(x), family = poisson,
offset=log(effort)]
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colnames(BBNPs_2016_v3)[4] <- "Size_ha" 
BB_NP<- glm(BB_species ~ BB_observers + Size_ha + Taxa_Specific, family=poisson(), data = BBNPs_
2016_v3)  #Dropped BB_Duration and BB_Season due to not enough power in data set.  
 
#BB_NP1.5 <-  glm(BB_species ~ BB_observers + BB_Season + Size_ha + BB_Duration_hrs, family=pois
son(), data = BBNPs_2016_v3) #added duration as an independent variable 
#BB_NP1.5 
#vif(BB_NP1.5) #Error- runs into multicolinarity because there is only one data point for season 
= summer AND that data point is the only data point for duration = 48.  
#try offset data by bb event duration but offset must be numeric... 
 
BB_NP 

##  
## Call:  glm(formula = BB_species ~ BB_observers + Size_ha + Taxa_Specific,  
##     family = poisson(), data = BBNPs_2016_v3) 
##  
## Coefficients: 
##    (Intercept)    BB_observers         Size_ha  Taxa_Specific1   
##     5.25106237      0.00500574     -0.00000126     -0.15602692   
##  
## Degrees of Freedom: 19 Total (i.e. Null);  16 Residual 
## Null Deviance:       2212  
## Residual Deviance: 875.7     AIC: 1028

  vif(BB_NP) #Good on VIF test 

##  BB_observers       Size_ha Taxa_Specific  
##      1.147217      1.374636      1.420623

  pchisq(BB_NP$deviance, df=BB_NP$df.residual, lower.tail=FALSE) #results are quite low so my da
ta isn't fitting the model well.

## [1] 4.333441e-176

  AIC(BB_NP) #very high proceed to overdispersion test

## [1] 1027.672

  dispersiontest(BB_NP) #Indeed overdispered model so now run quasipoisson and compare
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##  
##  Overdispersion test 
##  
## data:  BB_NP 
## z = 3.572, p-value = 0.0001771 
## alternative hypothesis: true dispersion is greater than 1 
## sample estimates: 
## dispersion  
##   42.56456

#Dealing with overdispersion 
 
BB_NP_quasi<- glm(BB_species ~ BB_observers + Size_ha + Taxa_Specific, family=quasipoisson(), da
ta = BBNPs_2016_v3)  
 
summary(BB_NP)

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = BB_species ~ BB_observers + Size_ha + Taxa_Specific,  
##     family = poisson(), data = BBNPs_2016_v3) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
## -14.6573   -4.9765   -0.6163    4.5205   12.3288   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                    Estimate   Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)     5.251062368  0.020060522 261.761  < 2e-16 *** 
## BB_observers    0.005005736  0.000131860  37.962  < 2e-16 *** 
## Size_ha        -0.000001260  0.000001136  -1.109 0.267512     
## Taxa_Specific1 -0.156026920  0.047129156  -3.311 0.000931 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 2212.28  on 19  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  875.71  on 16  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: 1027.7 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

summary (BB_NP_quasi)
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = BB_species ~ BB_observers + Size_ha + Taxa_Specific,  
##     family = quasipoisson(), data = BBNPs_2016_v3) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
## -14.6573   -4.9765   -0.6163    4.5205   12.3288   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                    Estimate   Std. Error t value  Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)     5.251062368  0.146320696  35.887   < 2e-16 *** 
## BB_observers    0.005005736  0.000961785   5.205 0.0000868 *** 
## Size_ha        -0.000001260  0.000008286  -0.152     0.881     
## Taxa_Specific1 -0.156026920  0.343758304  -0.454     0.656     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 53.20189) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 2212.28  on 19  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  875.71  on 16  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

#dispersion seems to have gone down slightly... proceeding to nested models. 
 
BB_NP_quasi2<- update(BB_NP_quasi,.~. -Size_ha) 
BB_NP_quasi2

##  
## Call:  glm(formula = BB_species ~ BB_observers + Taxa_Specific, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = BBNPs_2016_v3) 
##  
## Coefficients: 
##    (Intercept)    BB_observers  Taxa_Specific1   
##       5.249956        0.004964       -0.183328   
##  
## Degrees of Freedom: 19 Total (i.e. Null);  17 Residual 
## Null Deviance:       2212  
## Residual Deviance: 877   AIC: NA

summary(BB_NP_quasi2)
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = BB_species ~ BB_observers + Taxa_Specific, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = BBNPs_2016_v3) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
## -14.6284   -5.3383   -0.6374    4.3981   12.4064   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                  Estimate Std. Error t value  Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)     5.2499555  0.1419510  36.984   < 2e-16 *** 
## BB_observers    0.0049643  0.0008951   5.546 0.0000355 *** 
## Taxa_Specific1 -0.1833283  0.2878009  -0.637     0.533     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 50.20327) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 2212.28  on 19  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  876.95  on 17  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

BB_NP_quasi3<- update(BB_NP_quasi2,.~. -Taxa_Specific) 
summary(BB_NP_quasi3)
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = BB_species ~ BB_observers, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = BBNPs_2016_v3) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
## -14.1803   -5.2326   -0.4218    4.9571   10.0384   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##               Estimate Std. Error t value  Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)  5.2085504  0.1250135  41.664   < 2e-16 *** 
## BB_observers 0.0051047  0.0008472   6.025 0.0000107 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 47.58669) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 2212.28  on 19  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  898.11  on 18  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

anova(BB_NP_quasi ,BB_NP_quasi2,BB_NP_quasi3, test="Chisq")

 
 

Resid. Df
<dbl>

Resid. Dev
<dbl>

Df
<dbl>

Deviance
<dbl>

Pr(>Chi)
<dbl>

1 16 875.7054

2 17 876.9529 -1 -1.247521 0.8782957

3 18 898.1082 -1 -21.155251 0.5283101

3 rows

lrtest(BB_NP_quasi ,BB_NP_quasi2,BB_NP_quasi3)

 
 

#Df
<dbl>

LogLik
<dbl>

Df
<dbl>

Chisq
<dbl>

Pr(>Chisq)
<dbl>

1 4

2 3 -1

3 2 -1

3 rows

Correspondence with Poulsen on PseudoR2

NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA

NA NA NA
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"PseudoR2 can be calculated as you have below or with the PseudoR2() function from the DescTools package
and there are others.

These are “pseudo” R-squareds because they look like R-squared in the sense that they are on a similar scale,
ranging from 0 to 1 (though some aren’t) with higher values indicating better model fit. They do not, however,
explain how much variation in the data has been explained, like the traditional R2 for regression.

They are valid and useful in evaluating multiple models predicting the same outcome on the same dataset. In other
words you could compare two pseudo R2’s of the same type for the same data, like comparing McFadden’s R2 to
another McFadden’s R2, and the model with the higher R2 would better predict the outcome or fit better to the
data.

A rule of thumb for McFadden’s pseudo R-squared is that a value from 0.2 to 0.4 indicates very good model fit. I
am sure there are rules of thumb for other pseudo R2 types as well."

“The goodness of fit tests using deviance or Pearson’s X2 are not applicable with a quasi family model…. For
quasi family models an F-test is used for nested model tests (or when the fit is overdispersed or underdispersed).
This use of the F statistic is appropriate if the group sizes are approximately equal…Variable selection criteria such
as AIC and BIC are generally not applicable for selecting between families.” -https://sscc.wisc.edu/sscc/pubs/glm-
r/ (https://sscc.wisc.edu/sscc/pubs/glm-r/)

#BB_NP_quasi ,BB_NP_quasi2,BB_NP_quasi3 
 
nullDeviance     <- BB_NP_quasi$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- BB_NP_quasi$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_BB_NP_quasi   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
print(pseudoRSquared_BB_NP_quasi) #.6041613

## [1] 0.6041613

nullDeviance     <- BB_NP_quasi2$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- BB_NP_quasi2$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_BB_NP_quasi2   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
print(pseudoRSquared_BB_NP_quasi2) #.6035974

## [1] 0.6035974

nullDeviance     <- BB_NP_quasi3$null.deviance 
residualDeviance <- BB_NP_quasi3$deviance      
pseudoRSquared_BB_NP_quasi3   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
print(pseudoRSquared_BB_NP_quasi3)  #.5940348

## [1] 0.5940348

https://sscc.wisc.edu/sscc/pubs/glm-r/
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#pchisq(BB_NP2$deviance, df=BB_NP2$df.residual, lower.tail=FALSE) 
 
 
#anova(BB_NP, BB_NP2, test="Chisq") 
 
#no difference in models 
#tried to correct via random effect 
#BBNPs_2016_v3$n <- c(1:nrow(BBNPs_2016_v3)) 
#BB_NP3 <- glmer(BB_species ~ BB_observers + BB_Season + Size_ha + (1|n), BBNPs_2016_v3, family=
poisson)  
 
#Fixed-effect Rsquared Calculation for Generalized Linear Models 
 
rsq(BB_NP_quasi, adj=TRUE) #0.679944

## [1] 0.679944

rsq(BB_NP_quasi2, adj=TRUE) #0.6992519 #this was the fitted model

## [1] 0.6992519

rsq(BB_NP_quasi3, adj=TRUE) #.7088452 

## [1] 0.7088452

#view (nonBBNPs_2016_v5) #data looks correct 
#str(nonBBNPs_2016_v5)  
 
colnames(nonBBNPs_2016_v5)[4] <- "Size_ha" 
nonBB_NP<- glm(Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers + Size_ha, family=poisson(), data 
= nonBBNPs_2016_v5) 
#nonBB_NP 
dispersiontest(nonBB_NP) # disp greater than 1, run summary() on model with poisson family and m
odel with quasipoisson

##  
##  Overdispersion test 
##  
## data:  nonBB_NP 
## z = 2.7375, p-value = 0.003095 
## alternative hypothesis: true dispersion is greater than 1 
## sample estimates: 
## dispersion  
##    87.6719
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nonBB_NP_quasi<- glm(Yr_2016_Total_Species  ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers + Size_ha, family=quasipoi
sson(), data = nonBBNPs_2016_v5) #quassimodel to deal with overdispersion 
 
summary(nonBB_NP) 

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers +  
##     Size_ha, family = poisson(), data = nonBBNPs_2016_v5) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -10.253   -7.801   -4.286    2.771   30.119   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                             Estimate   Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)             4.0004005018 0.0169191267  236.44   <2e-16 *** 
## Yr_2016_Total_Observers 0.0096373725 0.0001284703   75.02   <2e-16 *** 
## Size_ha                 0.0000026066 0.0000002204   11.83   <2e-16 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 11405.1  on 65  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  4779.9  on 63  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: 5137.1 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(nonBB_NP_quasi)
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers +  
##     Size_ha, family = quasipoisson(), data = nonBBNPs_2016_v5) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -10.253   -7.801   -4.286    2.771   30.119   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                            Estimate  Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)             4.000400502 0.162052639  24.686  < 2e-16 *** 
## Yr_2016_Total_Observers 0.009637372 0.001230498   7.832 7.02e-11 *** 
## Size_ha                 0.000002607 0.000002111   1.235    0.222     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 91.73949) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 11405.1  on 65  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  4779.9  on 63  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

#size is showing as not significant in quasi model.  
 
nonBB_NP_quasi2<- update(nonBB_NP_quasi,.~. -Size_ha)  
summary(nonBB_NP_quasi2) 
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers,  
##     family = quasipoisson(), data = nonBBNPs_2016_v5) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -14.784   -7.949   -4.363    2.840   29.806   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                         Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)             4.017758   0.158790   25.30  < 2e-16 *** 
## Yr_2016_Total_Observers 0.010330   0.001031   10.02 9.75e-15 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 90.11591) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 11405.1  on 65  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  4911.2  on 64  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

#Test for Nested Model Selection 
 
nullDeviance     <- nonBB_NP_quasi$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- nonBB_NP_quasi$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_nonBB_NP_quasi   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
nullDeviance     <- nonBB_NP_quasi2$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- nonBB_NP_quasi2$deviance      
pseudoRSquared_nonBB_NP_quasi2   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
print(pseudoRSquared_nonBB_NP_quasi) #.5808964

## [1] 0.5808964

print(pseudoRSquared_nonBB_NP_quasi2) #.5693861 

## [1] 0.5693861

#Fixed-effect Rsquared Calculation for Generalized Linear Models 
 
rsq(nonBB_NP_quasi, adj=TRUE) #0.5759149

## [1] 0.5759149
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rsq(nonBB_NP_quasi2, adj=TRUE) #0.5013116 #This is the fitted model

## [1] 0.5013116

#Keeping in mind this model was made without the taxa included 
 
BBNPs_2016_v3$BB_Event = BBNPs_2016_v3$Taxa_Specific #duplicated to make a col that will have 1s 
for all BB Events and 0 for non 
BBNPs_2016_v3[,22] <- 1  #changed tohave all 1s 
nonBBNPs_2016_v6 <- nonBBNPs_2016_v5[, c(1:4)] 
nonBBNPs_2016_v6$BB_Event = nonBBNPs_2016_v6$Size_ha 
nonBBNPs_2016_v6[,5] <- 0 
 
BBNPs_2016_v4 <-BBNPs_2016_v3[,c(1:4,22)] 
 
All_NP_2016<-rbind(BBNPs_2016_v4, nonBBNPs_2016_v6) 
View(All_NP_2016)
 
#str(All_NP_2016_v2) 
 
#put into glm 
Total_NP_2016<- glm(Yr_2016_Total_Species  ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers + Size_ha + BB_Event, famil
y=poisson(), data = All_NP_2016) 
 
 
Total_NP_2016 #High AIC

##  
## Call:  glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers +  
##     Size_ha + BB_Event, family = poisson(), data = All_NP_2016) 
##  
## Coefficients: 
##             (Intercept)  Yr_2016_Total_Observers                  Size_ha  
##             4.185053818              0.006895884              0.000004503  
##                BB_Event   
##             0.760363608   
##  
## Degrees of Freedom: 85 Total (i.e. Null);  82 Residual 
## Null Deviance:       18800  
## Residual Deviance: 6217  AIC: 6723

#(Total_NP_2016$deviance, 
       #df=Total_NP_2016$df.residual, lower.tail=FALSE) 
 
dispersiontest(Total_NP_2016) #High Dispersion 79.92512
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##  
##  Overdispersion test 
##  
## data:  Total_NP_2016 
## z = 3.4838, p-value = 0.0002472 
## alternative hypothesis: true dispersion is greater than 1 
## sample estimates: 
## dispersion  
##   79.92512

Total_NP_2016_quasi<- glm(Yr_2016_Total_Species  ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers + Size_ha + BB_Event, 
family=quasipoisson(), data = All_NP_2016) #quassimodel to deal with overdispersion 
 
summary(Total_NP_2016) #poisson

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers +  
##     Size_ha + BB_Event, family = poisson(), data = All_NP_2016) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -14.251   -8.498   -4.282    4.128   28.731   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                             Estimate   Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)             4.1850538182 0.0143221880  292.21   <2e-16 *** 
## Yr_2016_Total_Observers 0.0068958836 0.0000807354   85.41   <2e-16 *** 
## Size_ha                 0.0000045031 0.0000001946   23.14   <2e-16 *** 
## BB_Event                0.7603636082 0.0197393706   38.52   <2e-16 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 18803.2  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6217.2  on 82  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: 6723.4 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(Total_NP_2016_quasi) #quasi
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers +  
##     Size_ha + BB_Event, family = quasipoisson(), data = All_NP_2016) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -14.251   -8.498   -4.282    4.128   28.731   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                            Estimate  Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)             4.185053818 0.131040988  31.937  < 2e-16 *** 
## Yr_2016_Total_Observers 0.006895884 0.000738689   9.335 1.55e-14 *** 
## Size_ha                 0.000004503 0.000001781   2.529   0.0134 *   
## BB_Event                0.760363608 0.180605549   4.210 6.50e-05 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 83.71352) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 18803.2  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6217.2  on 82  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

#size is showing as significant in quasi model. Testing nested models 
 
Total_NP_2016_quasi2<- update(Total_NP_2016_quasi, .~. -Size_ha) 
Total_NP_2016_quasi3<- update(Total_NP_2016_quasi2, .~. -BB_Event) 
 
summary(Total_NP_2016_quasi)
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers +  
##     Size_ha + BB_Event, family = quasipoisson(), data = All_NP_2016) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -14.251   -8.498   -4.282    4.128   28.731   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                            Estimate  Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)             4.185053818 0.131040988  31.937  < 2e-16 *** 
## Yr_2016_Total_Observers 0.006895884 0.000738689   9.335 1.55e-14 *** 
## Size_ha                 0.000004503 0.000001781   2.529   0.0134 *   
## BB_Event                0.760363608 0.180605549   4.210 6.50e-05 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 83.71352) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 18803.2  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6217.2  on 82  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(Total_NP_2016_quasi2) 
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers +  
##     BB_Event, family = quasipoisson(), data = All_NP_2016) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -18.893   -9.028   -4.135    3.844   27.717   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                          Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)             4.2686340  0.1226369  34.807  < 2e-16 *** 
## Yr_2016_Total_Observers 0.0075038  0.0006756  11.107  < 2e-16 *** 
## BB_Event                0.6315817  0.1736296   3.638 0.000477 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 84.41327) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 18803.2  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6679.8  on 83  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(Total_NP_2016_quasi3)

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Yr_2016_Total_Species ~ Yr_2016_Total_Observers,  
##     family = quasipoisson(), data = All_NP_2016) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -13.310  -10.154   -5.342    5.291   25.192   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                          Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)             4.4199499  0.1156179   38.23   <2e-16 *** 
## Yr_2016_Total_Observers 0.0084545  0.0006536   12.94   <2e-16 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 92.509) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 18803.2  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  7771.8  on 84  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5
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#Checking pseudoRsquared values for model fitness 
nullDeviance     <- Total_NP_2016_quasi$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- Total_NP_2016_quasi$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_Total_NP_2016_quasi   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
nullDeviance     <- Total_NP_2016_quasi2$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- Total_NP_2016_quasi2$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_Total_NP_2016_quasi2   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
nullDeviance     <- Total_NP_2016_quasi3$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- Total_NP_2016_quasi3$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_Total_NP_2016_quasi3   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
 
print(pseudoRSquared_Total_NP_2016_quasi) #0.6693529

## [1] 0.6693529

print(pseudoRSquared_Total_NP_2016_quasi2) #0.6447525 

## [1] 0.6447525

print(pseudoRSquared_Total_NP_2016_quasi3) #0.5866764

## [1] 0.5866764

rsq(Total_NP_2016_quasi, adj=TRUE) #0.678005 chosen model

## [1] 0.678005

rsq(Total_NP_2016_quasi2, adj=TRUE) #0.5786929

## [1] 0.5786929

rsq(Total_NP_2016_quasi3, adj=TRUE) #0.6077639

## [1] 0.6077639

#Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2 <- Sum_taxa ~ Seasonality + Size of NP + BB_event  
 
 
str(Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2)
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## spec_tbl_df [10,192 x 5] (S3: spec_tbl_df/tbl_df/tbl/data.frame) 
##  $ obs_date   : chr [1:10192] "2/9/2016" "2/9/2016" "3/13/2016" "5/7/2016" ... 
##  $ Season     : Factor w/ 4 levels "Autumn","Spring",..: 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ... 
##  $ Common_Name: chr [1:10192] "Eastern Milksnake" "pitch pine" "Turkey Vulture" "Pileated Woo
dpecker" ... 
##  $ Taxa       : Factor w/ 13 levels "Actinopterygii",..: 13 11 5 5 11 11 11 11 2 11 ... 
##  $ NP_Name    : Factor w/ 110 levels "Acadia National Park",..: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ... 
##  - attr(*, "spec")= 
##   .. cols( 
##   ..   obs_date = col_character(), 
##   ..   Season = col_character(), 
##   ..   Common_Name = col_character(), 
##   ..   Taxa = col_character(), 
##   ..   NP_Name = col_character() 
##   .. )

#ggpairs(All_NP_2016_v2, columns= 2:5)  
 
#**********step 1, turns the individual species names into numbers********* 
Species_by_Taxa_2016_v3 <- Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2 %>% group_by(NP_Name, Taxa, Season) %>% summa
rize(Individuals=n()) 

## `summarise()` has grouped output by 'NP_Name', 'Taxa'. You can override using the `.groups` a
rgument.

#****************Grouping By National Park********************** 
Species_by_Taxa_2016_v4 <- Species_by_Taxa_2016_v3 %>% pivot_wider(names_from = NP_Name, values_
from = Individuals) #success! 

str(AllNPs_2016_2020_v2)
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## spec_tbl_df [86 x 15] (S3: spec_tbl_df/tbl_df/tbl/data.frame) 
##  $ NP_Name                : Factor w/ 86 levels "Acadia National Park",..: 82 77 86 51 74 39 
72 25 48 8 ... 
##  $ Avg_species            : num [1:86] 10 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 14 17 ... 
##  $ Avg_observers          : num [1:86] 5 9 9 3 5 8 8 6 6 10 ... 
##  $ Yr_2016_Total_Observers: num [1:86] 1 1 4 1 1 1 3 1 3 5 ... 
##  $ Yr_2016_Total_Species  : num [1:86] 1 1 5 2 4 16 19 1 11 6 ... 
##  $ Yr_2017_observers      : num [1:86] 2 4 0 2 1 3 4 5 2 7 ... 
##  $ Yr_2017_species        : num [1:86] 8 5 0 2 1 6 10 10 3 10 ... 
##  $ Yr_2018_observers      : num [1:86] 4 4 13 5 6 3 4 3 1 6 ... 
##  $ Yr_2018_species        : num [1:86] 5 7 28 19 19 4 12 22 4 18 ... 
##  $ Yr_2019_observers      : num [1:86] 9 16 13 2 6 7 4 7 7 21 ... 
##  $ Yr_2019_species        : num [1:86] 14 25 10 18 13 5 7 13 23 38 ... 
##  $ Yr_2020_observers      : num [1:86] 9 18 14 6 9 12 9 12 8 8 ... 
##  $ Yr_2020_species        : num [1:86] 21 17 16 21 26 36 20 24 31 11 ... 
##  $ Size(ha)               : num [1:86] 85.65 173.39 18.16 3.65 264.34 ... 
##  $ BB_Event               : Factor w/ 2 levels "0","1": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ... 
##  - attr(*, "spec")= 
##   .. cols( 
##   ..   NP_Name = col_character(), 
##   ..   Avg_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Avg_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2016_Total_Observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2016_Total_Species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2017_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2017_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2018_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2018_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2019_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2019_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2020_observers = col_double(), 
##   ..   Yr_2020_species = col_double(), 
##   ..   `Size(ha)` = col_double(), 
##   ..   BB_Event = col_double() 
##   .. )

colnames(AllNPs_2016_2020_v2)[14] <- "Size_ha" #fixed naming convention 
 
FourYear_NP<- glm(Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha + BB_Event, family=poisson(), data = All
NPs_2016_2020_v2)
 
FourYear_NP #High AIC
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##  
## Call:  glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha + BB_Event,  
##     family = poisson(), data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Coefficients: 
##   (Intercept)  Avg_observers        Size_ha      BB_Event1   
##   4.405685537    0.003076439   -0.000003697    0.727900716   
##  
## Degrees of Freedom: 85 Total (i.e. Null);  82 Residual 
## Null Deviance:       21370  
## Residual Deviance: 6197  AIC: 6755

#(Total_NP_2016$deviance, 
       #df=Total_NP_2016$df.residual, lower.tail=FALSE) 
 
dispersiontest(FourYear_NP) #High Dispersion of 69.98512

##  
##  Overdispersion test 
##  
## data:  FourYear_NP 
## z = 6.2393, p-value = 2.198e-10 
## alternative hypothesis: true dispersion is greater than 1 
## sample estimates: 
## dispersion  
##   69.98512

FourYear_NP_quasi<- glm(Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha + BB_Event, family=quasipoisson(), 
data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) #quassimodel to account for overdispersion 
 
summary(FourYear_NP) #poisson
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha + BB_Event,  
##     family = poisson(), data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -21.987   -8.709   -2.647    4.863   18.119   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                    Estimate    Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)    4.4056855375  0.0138608901   317.9   <2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers  0.0030764388  0.0000290884   105.8   <2e-16 *** 
## Size_ha       -0.0000036967  0.0000002162   -17.1   <2e-16 *** 
## BB_Event1      0.7279007157  0.0156204938    46.6   <2e-16 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6196.9  on 82  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: 6754.5 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(FourYear_NP_quasi) #quasi
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha + BB_Event,  
##     family = quasipoisson(), data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -21.987   -8.709   -2.647    4.863   18.119   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                   Estimate   Std. Error t value    Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)    4.405685537  0.118682536  37.122     < 2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers  0.003076439  0.000249066  12.352     < 2e-16 *** 
## Size_ha       -0.000003697  0.000001851  -1.997      0.0491 *   
## BB_Event1      0.727900716  0.133748973   5.442 0.000000534 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 73.31476) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6196.9  on 82  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

#size is showing just barely significant... test of nested models 
 
FourYear_NP_quasi2<- update(FourYear_NP_quasi, .~. -BB_Event) 
FourYear_NP_quasi3<- update(FourYear_NP_quasi2, .~. -Size_ha) 
 
#testing if order matters 
FourYear_NP_quasi4<- update(FourYear_NP_quasi, .~. -Size_ha) 
FourYear_NP_quasi5<- update(FourYear_NP_quasi4, .~. -BB_Event) 
 
summary(FourYear_NP_quasi)
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha + BB_Event,  
##     family = quasipoisson(), data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -21.987   -8.709   -2.647    4.863   18.119   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                   Estimate   Std. Error t value    Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)    4.405685537  0.118682536  37.122     < 2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers  0.003076439  0.000249066  12.352     < 2e-16 *** 
## Size_ha       -0.000003697  0.000001851  -1.997      0.0491 *   
## BB_Event1      0.727900716  0.133748973   5.442 0.000000534 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 73.31476) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6196.9  on 82  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(FourYear_NP_quasi2)   
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -30.784   -9.582   -2.560    3.433   24.335   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                   Estimate   Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)    4.762138563  0.098246380  48.471  < 2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers  0.002814179  0.000281463   9.998 6.63e-16 *** 
## Size_ha       -0.000002141  0.000002367  -0.905    0.368     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 96.6805) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21375  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  8345  on 83  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(FourYear_NP_quasi3)

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -29.665   -9.580   -2.532    2.987   24.589   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)   4.764925   0.099034   48.11   <2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers 0.002615   0.000184   14.21   <2e-16 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 98.21856) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  8430.4  on 84  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5
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summary(FourYear_NP_quasi4)

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + BB_Event, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -19.794   -8.974   -3.363    4.284   20.467   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                Estimate Std. Error t value   Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)   4.4452558  0.1185785  37.488    < 2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers 0.0026961  0.0001764  15.286    < 2e-16 *** 
## BB_Event1     0.6753393  0.1354367   4.986 0.00000332 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 77.49161) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6522.7  on 83  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(FourYear_NP_quasi5)
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -29.665   -9.580   -2.532    2.987   24.589   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)   4.764925   0.099034   48.11   <2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers 0.002615   0.000184   14.21   <2e-16 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 98.21856) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  8430.4  on 84  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

#anova(Total_NP_2016_v2, Total_NP_2016_v3, test="Chisq") 
#lrtest(Total_NP_2016_v2,Total_NP_2016_v3) 
 
#anova(Total_NP_2016_v3, Total_NP_2016_v4, test="Chisq") 
lrtest(FourYear_NP_quasi,FourYear_NP_quasi2,FourYear_NP_quasi3)

 
 

#Df
<dbl>

LogLik
<dbl>

Df
<dbl>

Chisq
<dbl>

Pr(>Chisq)
<dbl>

1 4

2 3 -1

3 2 -1

3 rows

NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA

NA NA NA
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nullDeviance     <- FourYear_NP_quasi$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- FourYear_NP_quasi$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi  <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
nullDeviance     <- FourYear_NP_quasi2$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- FourYear_NP_quasi2$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi2   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
nullDeviance     <- FourYear_NP_quasi3$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- FourYear_NP_quasi3$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi3   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
nullDeviance     <- FourYear_NP_quasi4$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- FourYear_NP_quasi4$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi4   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
nullDeviance     <- FourYear_NP_quasi5$null.deviance  
residualDeviance <- FourYear_NP_quasi5$deviance       
pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi5   <- 1 - (residualDeviance/nullDeviance) 
 
 
 
summary(FourYear_NP_quasi) #This is comes out to be the best fit by just a tiny bit. Size is has 
a small significance

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha + BB_Event,  
##     family = quasipoisson(), data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -21.987   -8.709   -2.647    4.863   18.119   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                   Estimate   Std. Error t value    Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)    4.405685537  0.118682536  37.122     < 2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers  0.003076439  0.000249066  12.352     < 2e-16 *** 
## Size_ha       -0.000003697  0.000001851  -1.997      0.0491 *   
## BB_Event1      0.727900716  0.133748973   5.442 0.000000534 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 73.31476) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6196.9  on 82  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5
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summary(FourYear_NP_quasi2) 

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + Size_ha, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -30.784   -9.582   -2.560    3.433   24.335   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                   Estimate   Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)    4.762138563  0.098246380  48.471  < 2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers  0.002814179  0.000281463   9.998 6.63e-16 *** 
## Size_ha       -0.000002141  0.000002367  -0.905    0.368     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 96.6805) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21375  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  8345  on 83  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(FourYear_NP_quasi3)
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##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -29.665   -9.580   -2.532    2.987   24.589   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)   4.764925   0.099034   48.11   <2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers 0.002615   0.000184   14.21   <2e-16 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 98.21856) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  8430.4  on 84  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

summary(FourYear_NP_quasi4)

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers + BB_Event, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -19.794   -8.974   -3.363    4.284   20.467   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##                Estimate Std. Error t value   Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)   4.4452558  0.1185785  37.488    < 2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers 0.0026961  0.0001764  15.286    < 2e-16 *** 
## BB_Event1     0.6753393  0.1354367   4.986 0.00000332 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 77.49161) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  6522.7  on 83  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5
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summary(FourYear_NP_quasi5)

##  
## Call: 
## glm(formula = Avg_species ~ Avg_observers, family = quasipoisson(),  
##     data = AllNPs_2016_2020_v2) 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -29.665   -9.580   -2.532    2.987   24.589   
##  
## Coefficients: 
##               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)   4.764925   0.099034   48.11   <2e-16 *** 
## Avg_observers 0.002615   0.000184   14.21   <2e-16 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for quasipoisson family taken to be 98.21856) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 21374.9  on 85  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  8430.4  on 84  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: NA 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

print(pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi) # 0.7100873

## [1] 0.7100873

print(pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi2) # 0.6095915

## [1] 0.6095915

print(pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi3) # 0.605596

## [1] 0.605596

print(pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi4) # 0.6948448

## [1] 0.6948448

print(pseudoRSquared_FourYear_NP_quasi5) # 0.605596
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## [1] 0.605596

#R_F^2  "proportion of variation explained by the fixed-effects factor." 
 
rsq(FourYear_NP, adj=TRUE)  #0.6259699

## [1] 0.6259699

rsq(FourYear_NP_quasi2, adj=TRUE) #0.3137129

## [1] 0.3137129

rsq(FourYear_NP_quasi3, adj=TRUE) #0.3491083

## [1] 0.3491083

rsq(FourYear_NP_quasi4, adj=TRUE) #0.6209949 

## [1] 0.6209949

rsq(FourYear_NP_quasi5, adj=TRUE) #0.3491083

## [1] 0.3491083

#Chosen model is the full fitted model FourYear_NP_quasi

###Goal1:

Explore Data Trends in BB_NPS_2016_v2 Explore Data Trends in non

Graph w/data points of species observed in all parks in 2016,

Facet Wrapped by taxa (13 small graphs), colored by seasons (each graph will have 4 colors that correspond to
winter, spring, summer, fall), graph point aes will be by BB_Event (filled circle for the point if it was in a NP with a
BB that year, and an empty circle if the point was in a NP w/o a BB)

##Visuals

BB_NP

2016 Data Look at density plot by taxa (n=13) with aes color by season

Four-Year Data

-Sum#obs (y) Year (x) aes(color by NP) freq -Avg as line plot -rate plot
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AllNPs_2016_2020$Effort <- "Minimal" 
AllNPs_2016_2020$Effort[AllNPs_2016_2020$Avg_species >31 & AllNPs_2016_2020$Avg_species <100] <- 
"Low" 
AllNPs_2016_2020$Effort[AllNPs_2016_2020$Avg_species  > 101 & AllNPs_2016_2020$Avg_species <397] 
<- "Medium" 
AllNPs_2016_2020$Effort[AllNPs_2016_2020$Avg_species  > 397]<- "High" 
 
AllNPs_2016_2020$BB_Event <-as.character(AllNPs_2016_2020$BB_Event) 
 
AllNPs_2016_2020$Effort <- as.factor(AllNPs_2016_2020$Effort) 
unique(AllNPs_2016_2020$Effort)

## [1] Minimal Low     Medium  High    
## Levels: High Low Medium Minimal

NP_Effort <- ggplot(data=AllNPs_2016_2020, aes(x=Avg_observers, y=Avg_species, color=BB_Event)) 
+ geom_point()+ geom_smooth(method="glm", se=TRUE) + facet_wrap(~Effort) + theme(legend.title=el
ement_blank()) 
 
 
 
 
#Plotting all effort levels via facet. Need to fix the color bar 
 
 
 
print(NP_Effort + labs(y="Total Number of Species", x = "Total Number of Observers")  
 + ggtitle("Total Number of Species and Observers by National Park iNaturalist Effort Level")+ t
heme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)))

## `geom_smooth()` using formula 'y ~ x'
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#Isolate Effort Levels 
 
NP_Effort_Low <- ggplot(data=subset(AllNPs_2016_2020, Effort=="Low"), aes(x=Avg_observers, y=Avg
_species)) + geom_point()+ geom_smooth(method="glm", se=TRUE) + facet_wrap(~BB_Event) + theme(le
gend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank()) 
NP_Effort_Low #looking at just one effort level

## `geom_smooth()` using formula 'y ~ x'
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NP_Effort_LowMed <- ggplot(data=subset(AllNPs_2016_2020, Effort=="Low" | Effort=="Medium"), aes
(x=Avg_observers, y=Avg_species)) + geom_point()+ geom_smooth(method="glm", se=TRUE) + facet_wra
p(~Effort) + theme(legend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank()) 
NP_Effort_LowMed #looking at two effort levels side by side

## `geom_smooth()` using formula 'y ~ x'
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#omitting Animalia, Protozoa, and Chromista due to low data and obscuring the visuals 
Yr2016Taxa<- Species_by_Taxa_2016_v2 %>% filter(Taxa!="Animalia" & Taxa!="Protozoa" & Taxa!="Chr
omista") 
#may want to try graphing without plantae as well... perhapes a pie chart 
 
 
colnames(AllNPs_2016_2020)[14] <- "Size_ha" #fixing the naming convention 
Merger2 <- AllNPs_2016_2020[, c(1,14,15,16)] #making new dataframe for merging prep 
str(Merger2)

## tibble [86 x 4] (S3: tbl_df/tbl/data.frame) 
##  $ NP_Name : chr [1:86] "Vanderbilt Mansion National Historic Site" "Statue Of Liberty Nation
al Monument" "Wright Brothers National Memorial" "Jimmy Carter National Historic Site" ... 
##  $ Size_ha : num [1:86] 85.65 173.39 18.16 3.65 264.34 ... 
##  $ BB_Event: chr [1:86] "0" "0" "0" "0" ... 
##  $ Effort  : Factor w/ 4 levels "High","Low","Medium",..: 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ...
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Merger2$NP_Name <- as.factor(Merger2$NP_Name) 
Merger2$BB_Event <- as.factor(Merger2$BB_Event) 
 
#Merging to get BBEvent, Size_ha, and Effort with species by taxa dataframe 
Yr2016TaxaM1 <- merge(x=Yr2016Taxa, y=Merger2, by= "NP_Name") # BBEvent, Size_ha, and Effort 
view(Yr2016TaxaM1)#success 
 
 
#omitting Animalia, Protozoa, and Chromista due to low data and obscuring the visuals, both spec
ies diversity levels 
Yr2016TaxaM2<- Yr2016TaxaM1 %>% filter(Taxa!="Animalia" & Taxa!="Protozoa" & Taxa!="Chromista") 
Yr2016Taxagg1 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM2, aes(Taxa))+ stat_count(aes(fill=Taxa)) + geom_text(ae
s(label = ..count..), stat = "count", vjust=-.5, colour= "Black")+  facet_wrap(~Season)+theme(le
gend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank()) + facet_grid(~fct_relevel(Season, 'Spri
ng', 'Summer', 'Autumn', 'Winter')) 
print(Yr2016Taxagg1 + labs(y="Species Count", x = "Taxanomic Groups Observed")  
 + ggtitle("Report of Species observed in National Park by Season of the Year 2016")+ theme(plo
t.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5))) 
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#Same as above graph but omitting Plantae 
 
#Yr2016TaxaM3<- Yr2016TaxaM1 %>% filter(Taxa!="Animalia" & Taxa!="Protozoa" & Taxa!="Chromista"
 & Taxa!="Plantae") 
#Yr2016Taxagg1.2 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM3, aes(Taxa))+ stat_count(aes(fill=Taxa)) + geom_text
(aes(label = ..count..), stat = "count", vjust=1.5, colour= "White")+  facet_wrap(~Season)+theme
(legend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank()) + facet_grid(~fct_relevel(Season, 'S
pring', 'Summer', 'Autumn', 'Winter')) 
#print(Yr2016Taxagg1.2 + labs(y="Species Count", x = "Taxanomic Groups Observed")  
#   + ggtitle("Report of Species observed in National Park by Season of the Year 2016")+ theme(p
lot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)))  
 
#Same as the above but omitting #Insecta 
#Yr2016TaxaM4<- Yr2016TaxaM1 %>% filter(Taxa!="Animalia" & Taxa!="Protozoa" & Taxa!="Chromista"
 & Taxa!="Plantae" & Taxa!= "Insecta") 
#Yr2016Taxagg1.3 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM4, aes(Taxa))+ stat_count(aes(fill=Taxa)) + geom_text
(aes(label = ..count..), stat = "count", vjust=1.5, colour= "White")+  facet_wrap(~Season)+theme
(legend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank()) + facet_grid(~fct_relevel(Season, 'S
pring', 'Summer', 'Autumn', 'Winter')) 
#print(Yr2016Taxagg1.3 + labs(y="Species Count", x = "Taxanomic Groups Observed")  
  # + ggtitle("Report of Species observed in National Park by Season of the Year 2016")+ theme(p
lot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)))  
 
#Same as above but with focus only on taxanomic groups with lower counts 
Yr2016TaxaM5<- Yr2016TaxaM1 %>% filter(Taxa!="Animalia" & Taxa!="Protozoa" & Taxa!="Chromista" & 
Taxa!="Plantae" & Taxa!= "Insecta" & Taxa!= "Aves" & Taxa!= "Fungi")  
Yr2016Taxagg1.4 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM5, aes(Taxa))+ stat_count(aes(fill=Taxa)) + geom_text
(aes(label = ..count..), stat = "count", vjust=-.5, colour= "Black")+  facet_wrap(~Season)+theme
(legend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank()) + facet_grid(~fct_relevel(Season, 'S
pring', 'Summer', 'Autumn', 'Winter')) 
print(Yr2016Taxagg1.4 + labs(y="Species Count", x = "Taxanomic Groups Observed")  
   + ggtitle("Report of Species observed in National Park by Season of the Year 2016")+ theme(pl
ot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)))  
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#Same as the above but focusing only on taxaonmic groups with higher counts 
Yr2016TaxaM6 <- Yr2016TaxaM1 %>% filter(Taxa!="Animalia" & Taxa!="Protozoa" & Taxa!="Chromista"
 & Taxa!="Actinopterygii" & Taxa!= "Amphibia" & Taxa!= "Mammalia" & Taxa!= "Reptilia" & Taxa!= 
"Mollusca" & Taxa!= "Arachnida")  
Yr2016Taxagg1.4 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM6, aes(Taxa))+ stat_count(aes(fill=Taxa)) + geom_text
(aes(label = ..count..), stat = "count", vjust=-.5, colour= "Black")+  facet_wrap(~Season)+theme
(legend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank()) + facet_grid(~fct_relevel(Season, 'S
pring', 'Summer', 'Autumn', 'Winter')) 
print(Yr2016Taxagg1.4 + labs(y="Species Count", x = "Taxanomic Groups Observed")  
   + ggtitle("Report of Species observed in National Parks by Season of the Year 2016")+ theme(p
lot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)))  
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#Looking a Effort and taxanomic diversity of species observed overall 
Yr2016Taxagg2 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM1, aes(Taxa))+ stat_count(aes(fill=Taxa)) + geom_text(ae
s(label = ..count..), stat = "count", vjust=-.5, colour= "Black")+ facet_wrap(~Effort)+theme(leg
end.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank())+ facet_grid(~fct_relevel(Effort, 'Minima
l', 'Low', 'Medium', 'High')) 
print(Yr2016Taxagg2 + labs(y="Sum of Species Observed Across National Parks", x = "Taxanomic Gro
ups Observed per Effort Level") + ggtitle("Taxanomic Diversity of Species Observed Across Nation
al Park in 2016 by iNaturalist Effort Level")+ theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)))
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#same as above but with a focus on high diversity species 
Yr2016Taxagg2.1 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM6, aes(Taxa))+ stat_count(aes(fill=Taxa)) + geom_text
(aes(label = ..count..), stat = "count", vjust=-.5, colour= "Black")+ facet_wrap(~Effort)+theme
(legend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank())+ facet_grid(~fct_relevel(Effort, 'Mi
nimal', 'Low', 'Medium', 'High')) 
print(Yr2016Taxagg2.1 + labs(y="Sum of Species Observed Across National Parks", x = "Taxanomic G
roups Observed per Effort Level") + ggtitle("Taxanomic Diversity of Species Observed Across Nati
onal Park in 2016 by iNaturalist Effort Level")+ theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)))
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#same as above with focus on low diversity species 
Yr2016Taxagg2.2 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM5, aes(Taxa))+ stat_count(aes(fill=Taxa)) + geom_text
(aes(label = ..count..), stat = "count", vjust=-.5, colour= "Black")+ facet_wrap(~Effort)+theme
(legend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank())+ facet_grid(~fct_relevel(Effort, 'Mi
nimal', 'Low', 'Medium', 'High')) 
 
print(Yr2016Taxagg2.2 + labs(y="Sum of Species Observed Across National Parks", x = "Taxanomic G
roups Observed per Effort Level") + ggtitle("Taxanomic Diversity of Species Observed Across Nati
onal Park in 2016 by iNaturalist Effort Level")+ theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)))
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#Density Chart; Won't Use 
#Yr2016Taxagg3 <- ggplot(data=Yr2016TaxaM1, aes(Taxa))+ geom_density(aes(fill=Taxa)) + facet_wra
p(~Effort)+theme(legend.title=element_blank(), axis.text.x=element_blank())+ facet_grid(~fct_rel
evel(Effort, 'Minimal', 'Low', 'Medium', 'High')) 
#print(Yr2016Taxagg3 + labs(y="Density of Species", x = "Taxanomic Groups Observed")  
   #+ ggtitle("Denisty Report of Species in their Respective Taxa observed in National Parks (20
16)"))  #What is my xaxis?
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year<- c(2016,2017,2018,2019,2020) 
obs<- c(sum(AllNPs_2016_2020[,4]),sum(AllNPs_2016_2020[,6]), sum(AllNPs_2016_2020[,8]), sum(AllN
Ps_2016_2020[,10]), sum(AllNPs_2016_2020[,12]))                                                   
sp<-c(sum(AllNPs_2016_2020[,5]),sum(AllNPs_2016_2020[,7]), sum(AllNPs_2016_2020[,9]), sum(AllNPs
_2016_2020[,11]), sum(AllNPs_2016_2020[,13]))  
 
YearlyReport <- data.frame(year, obs, sp) 
 
YearlyReport$year <- as.factor(YearlyReport$year) 
 
# Tried to annotate with the following code but couldn't get the placement not to overlap with t
he marker... coords = paste(obs, sp, sep=",") gg + geom_text(aes(label=coords),  check_overlap = 
TRUE ) 
 
YearlyReportgg<-ggplot(data = YearlyReport, aes(x=obs, y=sp)) + geom_point(aes(color=year), size
=3)  + geom_smooth(method= "glm", se = FALSE, formula=y ~poly(x,2, raw=TRUE)) 
 
print(YearlyReportgg + labs(y="Sum of Species Count", x = "Sum of Observers") + ggtitle("Yearly
 Sum of Species and Observers in National Parks (2016-2020)")+ theme(plot.title = element_text(h
just = 0.5)))
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#Trying to create a scatter plot of all years 
 
#YearlyScatter<- AllNPs_2016_2020 %>% pivot_longer(!NP_Name)  
 
YearlyScatter <- ggplot(data = AllNPs_2016_2020, aes(x=Yr_2017_observers, y=Yr_2017_species))  
 
geom_smooth(method= "lm", se = FALSE, formula=y ~poly(x,2, raw=TRUE))

## geom_smooth: na.rm = FALSE, orientation = NA, se = FALSE 
## stat_smooth: na.rm = FALSE, orientation = NA, se = FALSE, method = lm, formula = y ~ poly(x, 
2, raw = TRUE) 
## position_identity

sessionInfo()
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## R version 3.6.1 (2019-07-05) 
## Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) 
## Running under: Windows 10 x64 (build 19043) 
##  
## Matrix products: default 
##  
## locale: 
## [1] LC_COLLATE=English_United States.1252  
## [2] LC_CTYPE=English_United States.1252    
## [3] LC_MONETARY=English_United States.1252 
## [4] LC_NUMERIC=C                           
## [5] LC_TIME=English_United States.1252     
##  
## attached base packages: 
## [1] stats     graphics  grDevices utils     datasets  methods   base      
##  
## other attached packages: 
##  [1] knitr_1.36         equatiomatic_0.3.0 DescTools_0.99.41  lme4_1.1-26        
##  [5] Matrix_1.2-17      MuMIn_1.43.17      rsq_2.2            AER_1.2-9          
##  [9] survival_3.2-11    sandwich_3.0-1     lmtest_0.9-38      zoo_1.8-9          
## [13] car_3.0-12         carData_3.0-4      forcats_0.5.1      stringr_1.4.0      
## [17] purrr_0.3.4        readr_1.4.0        tidyr_1.1.3        tibble_3.1.1       
## [21] tidyverse_1.3.1    GGally_2.1.2       ggplot2_3.3.5      dplyr_1.0.6        
## [25] readxl_1.3.1       
##  
## loaded via a namespace (and not attached): 
##  [1] minqa_1.2.4        colorspace_2.0-1   ellipsis_0.3.2     class_7.3-15       
##  [5] fs_1.5.0           gld_2.6.2          rstudioapi_0.13    proxy_0.4-25       
##  [9] farver_2.1.0       Deriv_4.1.3        fansi_0.4.2        mvtnorm_1.1-1      
## [13] lubridate_1.7.10   xml2_1.3.2         splines_3.6.1      rootSolve_1.8.2.1  
## [17] Formula_1.2-4      jsonlite_1.7.2     nloptr_1.2.2.2     broom_0.7.10       
## [21] dbplyr_2.1.1       shiny_1.6.0        compiler_3.6.1     httr_1.4.2         
## [25] backports_1.2.1    assertthat_0.2.1   fastmap_1.1.0      cli_2.5.0          
## [29] later_1.2.0        htmltools_0.5.1.1  tools_3.6.1        gtable_0.3.0       
## [33] glue_1.4.2         lmom_2.8           Rcpp_1.0.6         cellranger_1.1.0   
## [37] jquerylib_0.1.4    vctrs_0.3.8        nlme_3.1-140       xfun_0.22          
## [41] rvest_1.0.2        mime_0.10          lifecycle_1.0.1    statmod_1.4.36     
## [45] MASS_7.3-51.4      scales_1.1.1       hms_1.1.1          promises_1.2.0.1   
## [49] expm_0.999-6       RColorBrewer_1.1-2 yaml_2.2.1         Exact_3.1          
## [53] sass_0.4.0         reshape_0.8.8      stringi_1.6.1      highr_0.9          
## [57] e1071_1.7-6        boot_1.3-22        rlang_0.4.11       pkgconfig_2.0.3    
## [61] evaluate_0.14      lattice_0.20-38    labeling_0.4.2     tidyselect_1.1.1   
## [65] plyr_1.8.6         magrittr_2.0.1     R6_2.5.1           generics_0.1.1     
## [69] DBI_1.1.1          pillar_1.6.4       haven_2.4.1        withr_2.4.3        
## [73] mgcv_1.8-28        abind_1.4-5        modelr_0.1.8       crayon_1.4.2       
## [77] utf8_1.2.1         rmarkdown_2.11     grid_3.6.1         data.table_1.14.0  
## [81] reprex_2.0.1       digest_0.6.27      xtable_1.8-4       httpuv_1.6.1       
## [85] stats4_3.6.1       munsell_0.5.0      bslib_0.2.5.1
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Getting Started

Geoprivacy

Video Tutorials

Curator Guide

Managing Projects

Bioblitz Guide

Teacher's Guide

Help us Translate

Tips and Resources

Welcome! If you're just getting started with iNaturalist Canada, check out Getting Started to tour some of
the site's features. If you have a question about the site, please peruse the FAQ below. If you're still looking
for answers, please email us at help@inaturalist.org or post your question to our Community Forum.

1. What is iNaturalist Canada?
2. Who is behind iNaturalist Canada?
3. What technologies and data sources does the project use?
4. What can I do to help iNaturalist?
5. How do I contact iNaturalist?
6. What are admins and curators?
7. What is considered inappropriate content?
8. Spam! What do I do about it?
9. Can I use the photos that are posted on iNaturalist?

10. Do you have any brochures I can print out?
11. Can I use the iNaturalist logo when linking to iNaturalist?

1. What is an observation?
2. What is an identification?
3. Why doesn't iNaturalist recognize the name I've entered?
4. How can I get help identifying what I saw?
5. What does it mean to link iNaturalist to my Flickr account?
6. Can I add photos without a Flickr account?
7. What are tags, observation fields, and annotations?
8. Can I include my iNat observations on my own website or blog?
9. What kind of photos should I attach to observations? Can I attach photos I didn't take?

10. Can I add multiple species per observation? What if my photo has a flower AND a cool bug?
11. I am a researcher working for a governmental agency. How can I access the true coordinates of sensitive species?
12. What is geoprivacy?
13. What does it mean for an observation to be obscured?
14. What is the quality assessment and how do observations qualify to become "research" grade?
15. Why is my observation not showing up in a Place or Collection project? I know I observed it there.
16. How do I add sounds?
17. What do the map symbols mean?
18. What does captive / cultivated mean?
19. I identified my observation after someone else added a higher-level ID, so why is the observation stuck with the higher

level ID?
20. Why do people keep adding "obvious" IDs like "Plants"?
21. Can I use the photos that are posted on iNaturalist?
22. What is Computer Vision?
23. Can I upload videos to iNaturalist?
24. I don’t agree with iNaturalist’s taxonomy. Do I have to follow it when I add an ID?

1. What are lists?
2. I observed a species, why isn't it showing up in my life list?

1. What are projects?
2. How do I restrict project contributions to a geographic area?
3. How do I restrict project contributions to a geographic area that isn't already in the database?

English Français

Frequently Asked Questions

General

Observations

Lists

Projects
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4. Why can't I add my observation to this project?

1. How do I add a missing species to the iNaturalist database?
2. Can I add common names?

1. What are Guides?

iNaturalist Canada is a place where you can record and share what you see in nature, meet other
nature watchers, and learn about Canada’s wildlife. It encourages the participation of a wide variety of
nature enthusiasts and everyday people. Through connecting different perceptions and expertise of
the natural world, iNaturalist Canada hopes to create extensive community awareness of local
biodiversity and promote further exploration of local environments. Every piece of information on a
species, combined with the vast network of citizen scientists, can give a big picture of Canada’s
natural history and be key contributions for conservation decisions.

iNaturalist Canada is part of a larger iNaturalist Network which is an international network that
allows the transfer of species data and shared technology.

iNaturalist Canada is led by the Canadian Wildlife Federation along with the Royal Ontario Museum,
Parks Canada, and NatureServe Canada .

iNaturalist was originally the Master's degree Final Project by Nathan Agrin, Jessica Kline, and Ken-
ichi Ueda at UC Berkeley's School of Information.

iNaturalist is built using Ruby on Rails, MySQL, jQuery, and Google Maps. It also utilizes Flickr and
Wikimedia Commons as a source for some images used on taxon pages, as well as the Catalogue of
Life, uBio, and a variety of other data sources to import taxonomic information. For a list of
taxonomic authorities and policies, see the Curator Guide.

First and foremost, you can be an active member of the community by adding your observations and
helping other community members identify their unidentified observations. You can also by sharing
your ideas and feedback. Join our Community Forum interact with other users, report bugs, and
request new features. If you know how to code and want to help work on some features, fork us on
GitHub! You can donate to support iNaturalist. There's even more ways to help out, explained on the
iNaturalist Community Forum.

You can contact us at help@inaturalist.org

Site Admins help administer national nodes in the iNaturalist Network including how those nodes are
configured etc.

Curators are iNat users who volunteer to help keep our taxonomic data up to date and help deal with
other issues. This is not the same thing as a project curator. If you are interested in becoming a
curator, read through the iNaturalist Curator Guide in full then fill out the Curator Application. In

Taxa

Guides

General

1. What is iNaturalist Canada?

2. Who is behind iNaturalist Canada?

3. What technologies and data sources does the project use?

4. What can I do to help iNaturalist?

5. How do I contact iNaturalist?

6. What are admins and curators?
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https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help-inaturalist-canada-en#projectobs
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help-inaturalist-canada-en#taxa1
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order to apply to be a site curator you must have had an account for 60 days or more and have added
100 improving identifications to anyone's observations, including your own. More info about curators
and their roles can be found in the Curator Guide.

Content that violates the Terms of Service or our Community Guidelines may be hidden by curators
or deleted by staff. Milder forms of rudeness are unfortunate, but are not something we'll delete.

Examples of what is likely to be hidden or deleted:

Insults or threats
Racist or sexist content
Hate speech
Sexually explicit content involving humans
Spam
Defamatory content, libelous content, or content which violates a third party's privacy

Examples of what is likely to not be hidden or deleted:

Silly content
Photos of non-organisms
Misidentifications which are not malicious
Heated debates

Although iNat is primarily for sharing observations of wild organisms, observations of captive
animals, garden plants, and other organisms most naturalists may not find interesting are okay
(they're alive, after all). Other abiotic phenomena should be marked as "Evidence of organism — No"
in the Data Quality Assessment section, which is at the bottom of the observation page. Pictures of
pets, humans, abiotic phenomena, or obvious test observations are okay unless someone repeatedly
posts such content.

Copyright violations should be flagged, i.e. re-published text or images that were created by other
people without any evidence of permission or license by the creator of the work. If copyrighted images
are used, flag the photo(s) directly rather than the observation. You can do this by clicking the "i"
(white circle) below the photo and clicking "Flag this photo" in the very bottom righthand corner of
that page. Then choose "copyright infringement" in the pop-up and save.

Like other things beginning with the letter "s," spam happens. If you see something spammy, please
flag it as spam. We also have an automated spam filter that flags content as spam. All content flagged
as spam will be hidden from public view, and when a user makes three records on the site that get
flagged as spam, they will be automatically suspended. When a user makes three observations that
become research-grade, they will be whitelisted and nothing they create will be checked for spam.
Curators can also manually mark people as spammers and non-spammers from the user profile
pages.

This means that you have a lot of power in your spam flagging abilities, so don't misuse it. Our
definition of spam is anything that is clearly intended to make money, which could be links
to spurious sites, or by trying to manipulate search engine indexing through lots of links to weird
places. For some reason we get a lot of stuff attempting to hawk watches (go figure). Here are some
things that are not spam:

photos that violate copyright (there's a separate flag for that)
offensive or inappropriate content created by someone who's clearly a legitimate iNat user
anything that you arbitrarily dislike

If you have any hesitation, please contact a site curator or site admin, or help@inaturalist.org.

7. What is considered inappropriate content?

8. Spam! What do I do about it?

https://www.inaturalist.ca/pages/curator+guide
https://www.inaturalist.org/terms.html
https://www.inaturalist.ca/pages/community+guidelines
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spamming
mailto:help@inaturalist.org
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If your content gets incorrectly flagged as spam or you are suspended for being a spammer, please
contact us.

iNaturalist does not own the photos that our users post here, they belong to the people who upload
them. By default, all photos uploaded to iNaturalist are released under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Non-Commercial license. However, some people have chosen to revoke the Creative
Commons license to retain complete legal control over copies of their photos, while others have
chosen different versions of the Creative Commons license. Some users choose to waive their
copyright entirely in the form of the CC0 declaration. It’s important to understand these options
when deciding whether or not you can use each photo.

On an observation page, you’ll see two symbols over the bottom of each photo. The symbol on the left
will either be CC or C, denoting that a photo has been released under a Creative Commons license or
if full copyright has been retained, respectively.

If a photo has a Creative Commons license (CC), it means that you are free to use it under certain conditions. For
example, if it is licensed as CC BY-NC, you can use the photo for non-commercial purposes as long you properly
attribute the photographer. Clicking on the CC symbol will show the specific CC license and link to an explanation of
the license.
If the photo is not licensed (C), you will have to obtain explicit permission from the user who posted the photo. If you
have an iNaturalist account and have contributed 3 verifiable observations or 3 IDs, you can message them by going
to their profile page and clicking the “Message” button.

Definitely! We have several resources that are translated for both French and English in our
Resources Page. And there's more than just brochures: we have video guides, how-to guides and
webinar recordings to help you on your way. We're constantly creating new content for the
community so check back to see if there's anything new.

Yes, with the caveat that its use in context should not imply endorsement by iNaturalist, the
California Academy of Sciences, National Geographic or the Canadian Wildlife Federation, and sale of
items with the iNaturalist logo is not permitted. In general, if you're linking to iNaturalist because
you're encouraging people to contribute to a project, are writing more generally about iNaturalist, or
otherwise directing people to iNaturalist (e.g. via a flyer encouraging people to download the app and
post while they visit a park), you can include the logo.

An observation records an encounter with an individual organism at a particular time and location.
This includes encounters with signs of organisms like tracks, nests, or things that just died. You
should make separate observations for each separate critter you encounter. iNaturalist provides a
place to add this information along with associated text, photos, and tags. iNaturalist encourages the
recording of all nature findings, whether they feature identified species or simple narrative
descriptions. (In iNaturalist the same lizard can be described as a Desert Horned Lizard as well as
"Mystery Lizard of Death Valley".)

An identification, or ID for short, is an assessment of the type of animal, plant, or other creature that
was observed. It is typically listed with a common name and a scientific name, though some species
do not have common names. When you make an observation, identify the creature as best as you can,
even if that is just “plant” or “bird.”

9. Can I use the photos that are posted on iNaturalist?

10. Do you have any brochures or I print out?

11. Can I use the iNaturalist or iNaturalist.ca logo when linking to iNaturalist?

Observations

1. What is an observation?

2. What is an identification?

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://inaturalist.ca/pages/ca-resources
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On iNaturalist, other users are encouraged to add identifications to each other’s observations in order
to confirm or improve the Community Identification (see further discussion below on Research Grade
status). If your ID of your observation differs from the community’s assessment and you prefer that
your ID take priority, just reject the community ID by clicking the "Reject?" link above the community
ID. You can also opt-out of community IDs entirely by editing your settings.

Please do not simply “Agree” with an ID that someone else has made without confirming that you
understand how to identify that taxon. An identification confirms that you can confidently identify it
yourself compared to any possible lookalikes. If you agree with the ID without actually knowing the
taxon, it may reach Research Grade erroneously.

There are several types of IDs:

Leading: Taxon descends from the community taxon. This identification could be leading toward the right answer.
Improving: First suggestion of this taxon that the community subsequently agreed with. This identification helped
refine the community taxon.
Supporting: Taxon is the same as the community taxon. This identification supports the community ID.
Maverick: Taxon is not a descendant or ancestor of the community taxon. The community does not agree with this
identification.

iNaturalist has name information for many different kinds of organisms and continues to add new
species names to our database. If we do not recognize a particular name you have entered, it's
possible it is an outdated synonym or that it is simply missing from the database.

If a species or other taxon is missing from the iNaturalist database, first try clicking the "Search
external name providers" link that appears after you search for a name and get no results. You can
also try alternative names that we might recognize (common names, old scientific names). If that
doesn't work, add the original name to the description or as a comment. Then navigate to the taxon
page where the name should appear, such as the genus of the missing species, and click "Curation,"
then "Flag for curation" on the right side of the page. Leave a short message explaining what needs to
be done as well as some information establishing the legitimacy of the name, like links to websites or
books that use it.

Just make observations of wild organisms that have photos, locations, and dates. Every observation
with those things gets automatically placed in the "Needs ID" category so people who are looking for
observations to identify will find them. Observations without those three things are not eligible for
"Research Grade" status and thus get placed in the "Casual" category, since identifiers probably won't
be able to help if there's no photo or location.

So, the key to getting things identified is to record identifiable observations! Check out this video for
tips on taking identifiable photos.

iNaturalist can link directly to the Flickr photo service so that you can add your Flickr photos to your
observations. When you agree to link your Flickr account, you are simply linking two accounts; we do
not have access to your Flickr password and you are not forsaking your copyright nor giving us the
ability to use any of your photos in ways that you do not want.

We support uploading photos directly to iNat, just use our Add Observations page. On that page you
can combine multiple photos of the same organism and edit multiple photos at once. iNaturalist can
also read metadata such as date, time, location, and keywords. Here's a short tutorial video for it.

3. Why doesn't iNaturalist recognize the name I've entered?

4. How can I get help identifying what I saw?

5. What does it mean to link iNaturalist to my Flickr account?

6. Can I add photos without a Flickr account?

https://www.inaturalist.org/observations/identify
https://vimeo.com/167341998
https://www.inaturalist.org/observations/upload
https://vimeo.com/167431843
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We also support Google Photos & Facebook:
Configure your Google Photos account »
Configure your Facebook account »

For photos of distant organisms, it is recommended that you tightly crop the photo before uploading.
It will speed uploading, and also make it easier for other users to retrieve the photo for identification
purposes. It is particularly slow to retrieve a large original photo when the main subject is small.

Tags are keywords you can add to an observation to make them easier to find. For example, if a
barracuda followed you on a scuba diving trip in Turks and Caicos, you might tag the observation
"scary, barracuda, scuba diving, vacation, turks and caicos".

Annotations and observation fields are other ways to mark observations that work differently. You
can read more in this article on Annotations.

Sure, check out our Observations Widget.

Photos attached to observations should be of the individual observed at the time of the observation,
taken by the person who made the observation. If you record an observation of a tree, then go back a
day later to take a picture, please add a new observation for the picture, because it represents the tree
at a different point in time. Observation photos must depict the actual individual organism the
observation describes, so please don't upload photos of the same species but of a different individual.
Your observation photos represent evidence of your own experience, not just illustrations of
something like what you saw.

Please do not upload photos taken by other people, since they don't represent your own experiences
and probably represent a violation of copyright law. Instead, please encourage them to post their
photos to their own iNaturalist account.

No—iNat observations record one taxon at one place and time. If you want to record an additional
species in the same photo, just add a new observation with the same photo.

To protect sensitive species and our users’ privacy, the iNaturalist platform will not grant any
organization or user access to private coordinates unless the observer has agreed to share them with
you. The best way to do this is to create a Traditional project and reach out to the observers, asking
them to join your project and add the observation(s) in question to the project. More information on
Traditional projects can be found on our Managing Projects page.

The observer has to join your project and choose one of the “Yes” options shown here:

If you have permission to view true coordinates of an observation in your project, you should be be
able to see those when you go to the observation and when you download a CSV file of observations in

7. What are tags, observation fields, and annotations?

8. Can I include my iNat observations on my own website or blog?

9. What kind of photos should I attach to observations? Can I attach photos I didn't take?

10. Can I add multiple taxa per observation? What if my photo has a flower AND a cool bug?

11. I am a researcher working for a governmental agency. How can I access the true coordinates of sensitive species?

http://www.inaturalist.org/picasa/options
http://www.inaturalist.org/facebook/options
https://www.inaturalist.org/observation_fields/
http://www.inaturalist.org/pages/annotations
http://www.inaturalist.org/observations/widget
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/managing-projects
file:///C/Users/typer/Documents/MP/iNat FAQ_files/1003-original.png
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your project. For the latter, look under the “private_latitude” and “private_longitude” columns.

Geoprivacy is a setting you can make on your observations that controls how the spatial coordinates
(latitude and longitude) are displayed. Here are the options:

open

Everyone can see the coordinates unless the taxon is at risk of collection, poaching or persecution.
Appears as a teardrop-shaped marker.

obscured

Public coordinates are shown as a random point within a 0.2 by 0.2 degree area that contains the
true coordinates, which works out to about 22 by 15 km in the south of Canada to about 22 by 10
km in the mid territories and decreasing as you approach the poles. The randomized public
coordinates appear as a circular marker without a stem. True coordinates are only visible to you
and the curators of projects to which you have given permission to.

private

Coordinates completely hidden from public maps, true coordinates only visible to you and the
curators of projects to which you have given permission to view true coordinates.

Project curators/admin may be able to see your private or obscured coordinates depending on your
project settings, so if you are concerned about who has access to the coordinates you should be sure
you trust the curators of the projects you join.

Example of geoprivacy settings (as viewed by other iNaturalist users and the public): 

When coordinates are obscured a random point within a 0.2 degree x 0.2 degree area containing the
true coordinates is shown publicly, while the true coordinates are only visible when you are viewing
your own observations. Note that curators of the projects to which you've added an observation and
people you have selected to "Trust with hidden coordinates" (done through the editing your account
page) can also see the true coordinates. Obscured coordinates are symbolized by circular marker
without stems on maps (see figure above).

Coordinates are automatically obscured for all taxa that are "NEAR THREATENED" or worse
according to the IUCN Red List, with some exceptions. In addition, the iNaturalist.ca steering
committee, in consultation with local experts, maintains a list of species that are automatically
obscured in Canada due to an elevated risk of poaching, collection or persecution.

You can also obscure the coordinates of your own observations regardless of what the taxon is. See
geoprivacy above.

The Data Quality Assessment is a summary of an observation's accuracy, completeness, and
suitability for sharing with data partners. All observations start as "Casual" grade, and become
"Needs ID" when the observation

12. What is geoprivacy?

13. What does it mean for an observation to be obscured?

14. What is the quality assessment and how do observations qualify to become "Research Grade"?

file:///C/Users/typer/Documents/MP/iNat FAQ_files/889-original.png
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help-inaturalist-canada-en#geoprivacy
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has a date
is georeferenced (i.e. has lat/lon coordinates)
has photos or sounds
isn't of a captive or cultivated organism

Observations become "Research Grade" when

the community agrees on species-level ID or lower, i.e. when more than 2/3 of identifiers agree on a taxon

Observations will revert to "Casual" if the above conditions aren't met or

the community agrees the date doesn't look accurate
the community agrees the location doesn't look accurate (e.g. monkeys in the middle of the ocean,
captive/collected organisms observed inside a building but unlikely to have been found there naturally, etc.)
the community agrees the organism isn't wild/naturalized (e.g. captive or cultivated by humans or intelligent space
aliens)
the community agrees the observation doesn't present evidence of an organism, e.g. images of landscapes, water
features, rocks, etc.
the community agrees the observation doesn't present recent (~100 years) evidence of the organism (e.g. fossils,
but tracks, scat, and dead leaves are ok)
the community agrees the observation no longer needs an ID and the community ID is above family
the observer has opted out of the community ID and the community ID taxon is not an ancestor or descendant of the
taxon associated with the observer's ID

And of course there are even more caveats and exceptions:

"Research Grade" observations will become "Needs ID" if the community ID shifts above the species-level
"Research Grade" observations will become "Needs ID" if the community votes that it needs more IDs
Observations can be "Research Grade" at the genus level if the community agrees on a genus-level ID and votes that
the observation does not need more IDs
The system will vote that the observation is not wild/naturalized if there are at least 10 other observations of a
genus or lower in the smallest county-, state-, or country-equivalent place that contains this observation and 80% or
more of those observations have been marked as not wild/naturalized.

The most common cause has to do with how iNaturalist indexes observations as being in a place. Each
place boundary has what is called a "bounding box," which is a rectangle of latitude/longitude lines
that inscribe the entire boundary. For example, below in red is the approximate bounding box for
Lake Merritt, in Oakland:

15. Why is my observation not showing up in a Place or Collection project? I know I observed it there.

https://www.inaturalist.org/places/lake-merritt--3
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iNaturalist will not index an observation as being in Lake Merritt if either the observation's accuracy
circle or obscuration rectangle break that bounding box. We do this to prevent observations from
being added to a place when there's a chance they were not found there and, more importantly, to
prevent users from narrowing down the location of an obscured observation. This means that if you
have a Collection project for a small place, obscured observations as well as observations made near
the edge of the boundary may not be displayed in your project and you may want to consider using a
Traditional project or making your Place boundary slightly larger.

Note that this does not apply to counties, states, and countries and their equivalents, which are
“standard places” in iNaturalist (as opposed to “community curated places” that anyone can add).

You can add sounds by dragging wav, mp3, or m4a format sound files into the uploader on
iNaturalist. You can also import sounds using the import tool, similar to the uploader. Sound files
may added to existing observations as well, via this method. The Android and iOS apps do not
currently support sound uploads.

We represent observations on maps in two broad ways, to show large quantities of observations on
the map at the same time or at coarse zoom levels, we use circles. When showing fine zoom levels, we

use "markers," which look like teardrops  for observations with public coordinates but display as

circles  if the observation location is obscured from the public (see geoprivacy sections above). All
observations not flagged as captive or as having location issues are mapped.

16. How do I add sounds?

17. What do the map symbols mean?

file:///C/Users/typer/Documents/MP/iNat FAQ_files/1000-original.png
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help#geoprivacy
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/managing-projects
https://www.inaturalist.org/observations/upload
http://www.inaturalist.org/observations/import
https://www.inaturalist.org/observations/upload
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/video+tutorials#addmedia
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At very fine zoom levels, the grid cells are replaced by individual, clickable points. The colors of the
points indicate the branch of the tree of life that the observation represents. A small white point in the
center of the marker indicates that observation is Research Grade.

Checking captive / cultivated means that the observation is of an organism that exists in the time and
place it was observed because humans intended it to be then and there. Likewise, wild / naturalized
organisms exist in particular times and places because they intended to do so. The main reason we try
to flag things like this is because iNat is primarily about observing wild organisms, not animals in
zoos, garden plants, specimens in drawers, etc., and our scientific data partners are often not
interested in (or downright alarmed by) observations of captive or cultivated organisms.

Since this tends to be kind of a gray area, here are some concrete examples:

Captive / cultivated

zebra in a zoo
poppy in a garden
butterfly mounted in a display case
your cat

Wild / naturalized

zebra in the Serengeti (assuming it's not in a zoo in the Serengeti)
fly on a zebra in a zoo
weed in a garden
butterfly that flew into your house
snake that you just picked up (yes, it's in your hand where you intended it to be, but the place and time is where the
snake intended to be)
feral cat or dog
your museum/herbarium specimens that are appropriately marked with date and location of original collection
humans (though one could argue that children in school and adults at work are often not where they would intend to
be themselves)
garden plant that is reproducing on its own and spreading outside of the garden (presuming this is not what the
gardener intended)

18. What does captive / cultivated mean?

19. I identified my observation after someone else added a higher-level ID, so why is the observation stuck with the
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That's the way the community ID system works: iNat chooses the taxon with > 2/3 agreement, and if
that's impossible, it walks up the taxonomic tree and chooses a taxon everyone agrees with, so if I say
it's Canis and you say it's Canis familiaris, 2/2 identifications agree it's in Canis but only 1/2 think it's
Canis familiaris so iNat goes with Canis.

If you don't like this and want your ID to take priority for your observation, just reject the community
ID by clicking the "Reject" link under the community ID. You can also opt-out of community IDs
entirely by editing your settings. You don't need to ask people to remove their higher-level ID,
especially if it's accurate (but not precise). This doesn't affect an observation's potential to reach
Research Grade status, it just gives the observer control over what taxon the observation is associated
with.

This usually happens when you did not add an ID yourself, so your observation is sitting in
uncategorized limbo. By adding a coarse ID of "Plants" or "Fungi" these identifiers are making it
easier for other people to find your observation. Many experts use our taxonomic filters to focus on
their taxon of expertise, so if you post an observation of a plant with no identification, these experts
will never find it. People adding coarse IDs are almost always trying to help you get more specific IDs.

iNaturalist does not own the photos that our users post here, they belong to the people who upload
them. By default, all photos uploaded to iNaturalist are released under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Non-Commercial license. However, some people have chosen to revoke the Creative
Commons license to retain complete legal control over copies of their photos, while others have
chosen different versions of the Creative Commons license (or have chosen to waive their copyright
entirely in the form of the CC0 declaration). It’s important to understand these options when deciding
whether or not you can use their photo.

On an observation page, you’ll see two symbols over the bottom of each photo. The symbol on the left
will either be CC or C, denoting that a photo has been released under a Creative Commons license or
if full copyright has been retained, respectively.

If a photo has a Creative Commons license (CC), it means that you are free to use it under certain conditions. For
example, if it is licensed as CC BY-NC, you can use the photo for non-commercial purposes as long you properly
attribute the photographer. Clicking on the CC symbol will show the specific CC license and link to an explanation of
the license.
If the photo is not licensed (C), you will have to obtain explicit permission from the user who posted the photo. If you
have an iNaturalist account, you can message them by going to their profile page and clicking the “Message” button.

Computer vision is the process of teaching computers to recognize patterns in images. We use
computer vision systems trained on iNaturalist photos and observations to provide automated species
identification suggestions. Read more about computer vision on iNaturalist.

Currently, iNaturalist only supports the uploading of still images and sounds. As a workaround you
can use a screen grab from your video for the observation's still image, then upload the video to a
video hosting site such as Flickr, YouTube, Vimeo, or Google Photos and link to the video in the
observation's description.

As much as possible iNaturalist tries to follow secondary taxonomic authorities, for reasons explained
here. We understand that not everyone will agree with the current taxonomy on iNaturalist, but we
believe it is important that when you add an identification to an observation, you should follow the

higher-level ID?

20. Why do people keep adding "obvious" IDs like "Plants"?

21. Can I use the photos that are posted on iNaturalist?

22. What is computer vision?

23. Can I upload videos to iNaturalist?

24. I don’t agree with iNaturalist’s taxonomy. Do I have to follow it when I add an ID?

https://www.inaturalist.org/users/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/computer_vision_demo
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/curator+guide#policies
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taxonomy here. This is important because:

It ensures we are all talking about the same things. While you may not personally agree with our current definition of
Exampelia generica, everyone on iNaturalist will at least understand what is meant by an ID of Exampelia generica.
When taxonomy is updated, those updates will be correctly reflected in the ID.
It prevents messy taxonomic arguments on observation pages, where they don’t belong.

So if you don’t want to follow iNaturalist’s taxonomy for a taxon, please refrain from adding an ID for
said taxon - you can add a polite comment instead. If you have an issue with any taxon on iNaturalist,
you can go to the taxon’s page, click on Curate (under the graph) and select “Flag for curation”. There
you can write a note (citing evidence), and the site curators can discuss your proposal.

iNaturalist’s taxonomy is a communally-curated synthesis, and thus no one agrees with all of it. If you
can’t accept a taxonomy that you don’t completely agree with, iNaturalist is probably not the place for
you, and you should instead consider other data recording platforms.

Lists are simply lists of taxa (not observations). For example, you could make a list called "My
Favorite Turtles" and add all your favorite turtles. There are a number of different kinds of lists, and
they behave in different ways.

List

Just a simple list of taxa with no special behavior.

Life List

Automatically updates based on your observations. Everyone on iNat has a default life list that
contains every species that person has observed. If you delete an observation or change your ID,
the species will get removed. You can also manually add taxa to your life list just like you can with
an ordinary list. The species you add manually won't get removed if you observe them and then
delete the observation.

You can also make additional life lists for specific groups of organisms, like a life list of birds, or a
life list of milkweeds.

Project List

A project list belongs to a project and lists all the taxa observed by members of that project. Project
lists can also be populated manually by the admin of that project, and can be used to restrict
project contributions to taxa that are on the list.

Check List

A check list is a list of taxa that occur in a place. Every place has a default check list, and whenever
an observation is made within the place's boundaries and it has achieved research-grade status, the
species observed will get automatically added to the place's check list.

iNat users can also add additional check lists to places, but these check lists are not automatically
updated. They mainly provide a way for people to bring in outside sources of data or just list things
based on their own experience.

While the life list is automatically populated from added observations, the species will not be added to
this list if iNaturalist does not recognize the name you used. We recommend trying alternative names
that we might recognize.

As observations move from one taxa to another (via changing identifications etc.) listed taxa aren’t
always properly created and destroyed. This can cause your list to quickly get out of sync with the list

Lists

1. What are lists?

2. I observed a species, why isn't it showing up in my life list?

https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/help-inaturalist-canada-en#general6
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of taxa represented by your observations displayed elsewhere on the site such as Explore. Likewise,
choosing to manually create or remove listed taxa from your Life List or change the ‘Rank restrictions’
setting from the default ‘allow any’ will cause your Life List to get out of sync with your observations.
Read more about how iNaturalist counts species and other taxa and how to resync your life list.

Note that as of 2018, we aren't actively developing Lists and we are considering replacing the
functionality they offer with more scalable approaches.

Projects collect observations under a common purpose. Any iNaturalist user can create a project, but
it is not necessary to create or contribute to a project to enjoy using iNaturalist. Before you decide to
create a project, we recommend you spend several weeks or months using iNaturalist and becoming
an active member of the community by regularly adding IDs, comments, and observations. You
should be familiar with iNaturalist before creating a project. If you're interested in collecting
observations to help answer a particular research question, or if you want a way to use data collection
as a form of outreach, projects are the way to go. You can read much more about projects here.

When you're editing your project you'll see a section called "Observation Requirements." Enter the
place that you want the observations to be restricted to under the "Place" section. Only places with
boundaries in our database are available.

You can make your own place! Click "Places" under the "More" tab in the site header, and click "Add a
new place" in the lower right. Choose the "Manually create a new place" tab and draw a boundary
around the place you'd like to create by clicking on the map. Give your place a name, save it, and you
should be able to choose it when editing your project.

If you're unable to add an observation to a project, it is likely a "collection" type project, which is
essentially just a filtered search on all observations. Observations are never “in” a collection project;
they either meet the project’s requirements and are automatically displayed when the project page is
loaded, or they don’t. You cannot add or delete individual observations from a collection project.
However, note that you can always edit the project to tweak its settings. Because a collection project is
a just saved observations search, there is no way for you to exclude specific observations from
appearing on a collection project’s page. Please see the Managing Projects page for more information.

If a species or other taxon is missing from the iNaturalist database, first try clicking the "Search
external name providers" link that appears after you search for a name and get no results. You can
also try alternative names that we might recognize (common names, old scientific names). If that
doesn't work, add the original name to the description or as a comment. Then navigate to the taxon
page where the name should appear, such as the genus of the missing species, and click "Curation,"
then "Flag for curation" on the right side of the page. Leave a short message explaining what needs to
be done as well as some information establishing the legitimacy of the name, like links to websites or
books that use it.

You can add common names by going to the Taxonomy tab on a taxon page and clicking "Add a
Name", but please abide by the guidelines listed there as well as those listed in the Curator's Guide.

Projects

1. What are projects?

2. How do I restrict project contributions to a geographic area?

3. How do I restrict project contributions to a geographic area that isn't already in the database?

4. Why can't I add my observation to this project?

Taxa

1. How do I add a missing species to the iNaturalist database?

2. Can I add common names?

Guides
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1. Tap 'Add' to 
record an 

observation

6. Tap 'Sync' to post to iNaturalist. Internet 
connection required preferably WiFi

2. Tap the camera 
to add photos
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search for a 

species name
4. Make sure your 
location is being 

recorded

5. Save

2. Add Species name 3. Add a location

4. Add a date
5. Upload a photo

6. Save

1. Record your observations
From the iPhone app (Android is similar)...

2. Browse the Field Guides
Search 'WPC BioBlitz' under Guides

3. Track BioBlitz Progress
Search 'World Parks Congress BioBlitz' 
under Projects on iNaturalist.org

1. Sign in and click 'Add Observation'

Primary
sponsors
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...or from the iNaturalist.org website
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Appendix E: Duke Forest BioBlitz Setup Outline 

 



  

Duke   Forest   BioBlitz   Setup   Outline   

  

This   outline   is   based   on   previous   BioBlitz   experiences   of   the   author   and   on   literature   review   during   the   authors   

Master’s   Project,   “Evaluating   the   Ef�icacy   of   iNaturalist   &   Bioblitz   Events   as     

Biological   Inventory   Tools   for   Landscape   Management”   (2021)   and   isn’t   subject   to   a   complete   or   of�icial   list   of  

BioBlitz   setup   requirements.   This   is   written   with   Duke   Forest   in   mind   and   was   based   on   a   canceled    public		  BioBlitz   

event   in   Duke   Forest   in   the   Spring   and   Fall   academic   semesters   of   2019   due   to   COVID-19   safety   advisement.   

  

  A   more   hands-off   approach   to   BioBlitz   events   can   be   obtained   by   researching   out   to   iNaturalist   BioBlitz   organizer   

Carrie   Seltzer    and/or   City   Nature   Challenge:   Triangle   Area   Organizer    Chris   Goforth    of   the   NC   Museum   of   Natural   

Science   and   Prairie   Ridge   Ecostation.   Duke   Forest   could   modify   the   following   outline   to   focus   on   a   smaller   BioBlitz   

event   with   participation   open   to   only   Duke   University   research,   faculty,   staff,   and   students   at   the   Nicholas   School   of   

the   Environment.     

  
  
  

List   of   Recommended   Resources   
National   Geographic:   "Designing   a   BioBlitz"   guide   
National   Geographic   "Find   Your   Niche   in   BioBlitz"   informational   video   
iNaturalist   "BioBlitz   Guide"   
iNaturalist   “Con�igure   iNaturalist   to   Group   and   Count   your   Bioblitz   observations”   guide   
National   Park   Service   Institutional   Animal   Care   and   Usage   BioBlitz   example   form   

  
  
  
  

Potential   Bioblitz   Contacts   for   Advice:   Sara   Steffen   from   Piedmont   Wildlife   Center,    Carrie   Seltzer   of   iNaturalist,   Chris   Goforth   of   NC   Museum   
of   Natural   Sciences,   Chris   Rimmer   of   Vermont   Center   for   Ecostudies.     

  

  
  

Written   by   Troi   Perkins,   MEM-ESC,   MF   

December   8th,   2021   

  

https://www.inaturalist.org/people/carrieseltzer
https://nccitynaturechallenge.com/author/christinegoforth/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/designing-bioblitz-learning-experience/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKgYcIAsQaI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/bioblitz+guide
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/bioblitz%252bsetup
https://www.nps.gov/orgs/1103/iacuc.htm


  

Day   of   BioBlitz   Outline   
  

1)   Establish   a   Base   Camp*   (Base   Camp(s)   acts   as   a   point   of   contact   for   all   parties   involved   and   gives   a   central   
location   for   any   data-related   questions.   There   can   be   multiple   ‘stations’   within   a   base   camp.   The   following   
Recommended   can   usually   be   obtained/rented   from   Duke   University)   

● ‘Science   Center’   Station   
○ Tanks/containers   for   live   specimens   if   collected   
○ Photographs,   ID   books     
○ Microscopes   
○ Magnifying   Glasses   
○ Live   iNaturalist   Station   (Screen   displaying   live   tallies   of   BioBlitz   obtained   from   iNaturalist   which   

will   automatically   refresh   the   day   of)     
● Volunteer   Station   

○ Area   for   experts   and   volunteers   to   come   together   for   breaks   and   check   equipment   
○ Beginning   and   End   Point   for   Bioblitz   groups/led   walks   

● Registration   table   
○ Keep   tally   of   participants   and   volunteers   
○ Volunteer   to   explain   the   different   stations   and   provide   welcome   information   such   as   a   map   of   the   

BioBlitz   area   and   how-to   guides   with   instructions   on   seeing   the   Volunteer   Station   for   more   
information   

● Trash/Recycle/Compost   Area   
● Bathrooms   
● Sanitation   Area   

○ Hand   washing   and/or   hand   sanitizer   
● Charging   Station   (for   volunteer   and   Duke   Forest   Staff)   

  
*	Note   that   some   organizers   prefer   to   also   have   sponsor   booths   from   partnering   conservation   organizations   such   as   
NC   Wildlife   Resource   Commission   and   the   NC   Natural   Heritage   Program   
IRB   approval-   needed   if   interviewing   or   surveying   people   

  
   

  



  

2)   Equipment   Needed   
● Participant   Handout   

○ Map   of   Duke   Forest   and   BioBlitz   boundaries   
○ iNaturalist   Quick   Start   Guide   
○ Pamphlet   on   veri�iable   observation   picture   taking   (see   iNaturalist   help   section)   
○ List   of   species   to   avoid   (i. e.   poison   ivy,    copperhead,   e tc.)   

● Volunteer/Expert   Handout–   Same   as   public   plus   the   following   
○ Emergency   contact   list     
○ Staff   list   

● Refreshment   for   Volunteers/Staff     
● Bioblitz   Volunteer   and   Staff   Shirts   (Could   include   a   different   version   for   the   public   to   buy   as   part   of   a   

fundraiser   on   Duke   Forest’s   part)   
● Microscopes,   Screens,   binoculars,   magnifying   glasses,   identi�ication   guides,   specimen   containers/cages   (   for   

measurements/education   within   in   Base   Camp.   Release   collected   specimens   within   certain   time   limit   back   
to   found   location),   tarp   and   lights   for   night-time   survey   of   arthropods,   headlamps,   aerial   insect   nets,   snake   
hooks,   etc.     

● Electricity/Generator   
● Tent   for   Base   Camp   
● Tables   and   chairs   for   stations   

  
3)   Bioblitz   Teams     

● League   of   Herpetologists:   Herp   walk   
● Wingin’   it:   Bird   Watching   with   eBird   and/or   iNaturalist   sound   recording   
● Wingin’   it:   Night   Prowl   Edition   (nocturnal   walk   survey)   
● The   Crawling   Entomologists   -   invertebrate   surveys   
● Herbaceous   Omnivores:   Plant   walk   focusing   on   identifying   native   and   non-native   plants   
● Fishin’   for   Observations:    surveying   �ish   in   streamsides   
● Aquatic   Arthropods   

  
  

    

  

http://ncforestry.info/ncmns/venomous_snakes/venomous_snakes_of_nc.pdf


  

BioBlitz   Planning   Period   
  

1) Establish   End   Goal   of   BioBlitz   Event   
○ Public   Engagement   &   Awareness   
○ Species   Inventory   
○ Speci�ic   Taxonomic   Grouping   Focus   (this   affects   the   type   of   search   techniques   used   and   the   

seasonality   of   the   BioBlitz   event)   
○ Long-term   Monitoring   
○ Invasive   Species   Risk   Assessment   
○ Student   Engagement   with   Citizen   Science   and   Landscape   Management   Tools   

  

2) Funding   
● Duke   Forest   out-of-pocket   budget   
● Sponsorships/Endorsements     

○ The   Nature   Conservancy     
○ Durham   Parks   &   recreation   
○ NC   Wildlife   Resources   Commission   
○ NCSECU   
○ Durham   Food   CO-OP   
○ Local   shops/eateries   
○ National   Geographic  

● Partners   
○ Duke   University   
○ Durham   Museum   of   Life   and   Science   
○ NC   Herpetological   Society   

3) Staf�ing   
● Volunteers  

○ Rehearsal   Event   Prior   to   BioBlitz   
● Taxonomic/Species   Experts   
● Photographers   (Duke   University   Photography   Club)   

○ Public   focused   
○ Macro/telephoto   lens   for   Species   

● Tech   Support   
○ iNat   expert   

■ Go   over   expected   apps   and   identi�ication   tools   with   volunteers   and   experts.     
■ Set   up   iNat   project   to   tally   results   

 

4) PR   Events   
● Press   releases   
● Volunteer   Sign-Ups   (Could   source   from   NSOE   Nicholas   Naturalists   club]   
● Taxonomic/Species   Experts   draft   notice   
● Duke   Forest   website   
● Flyers   at   Duke   Campus   and   community   areas   
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